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AVST has been enhancing campus communications

for three decades. We have extensive experience in
making the most of your current infrastructure while
providing you with your best options for the future.
Visit our educational campus resource center at:
www. avst. com/ed ucation
Protect your past and define your future with AVST.
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AVST is
Unifyin g Communications

To learn more,
www. avst. co m/ed u cati o n
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an important role in our lives as
lT professionals. There have been
new regulations to understand

Eric Breese
Director, User and
Technical Services

lllinois lnstitute of
Technology

related to distance learning, copy-

right protection, privacy and data
security to name a few. These affect
all areas of lT.

We need state

and federal reg-

Jeanne Jansenius

ulations and legislation in higher

Director o{
Telecom m u n ications

educatian, but like concrete, without

and Technology
lnf rastructure Services

the right ingredients in precise proportions, the mix just doesn't work.

University of the South

Technology will continue to play a
key role in how education and

government arrive at a formula to
avoid gridlock.

The Year Ahead
12-15,2014

Winter Seminar

January

43rd Annual Conference

March 30

-

Pointe Hilton Tapatio Cliffs
Phoenix, Arizona

April 2,2014

Hyatt Regency Hotel
Dallas, Texas

FallSeminar

0ctober 26-29,2014

Park Plaza Hotel

Boston, Massachusetts
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use to upgrade to next-generation

Leg/Reg lssues Facing Higher
Education

Technology to GomPlY with
Clery Act

connectivity looks very ditter'
ent trom the process by which

by Eric Breese

by Curt Harler

Eric Breese, chair of ACUTAs Legisla-

The

system delivers expected security fea-

providers built out their networks.

tive and RegulatoryAffairs Committee, identifies the top five issues facing

This new process is the rewrit'

higher ed today.

The process that communities

te

leco m mu nicati o ns

an

will

d cable

ing ol the social contract through
which the public provides privately
lunded networks with certain
benelits, like access to rights-of'
way, in exchange lor certain public

obligations.
Blair Levin

it

goes beyond

public safety.

Read how this campus is leveraging new

12
Future Proof? The Goming lP

28

Transition
by

I.

Emerging Trends on Gampus

G. Harrington

Attorney ). G. Harrington reviews the
key issues facing the FCC and some of
the practical consequences that could

by Ken Sandfeld

Next-generation networks will be
smarter and more flexible. What lies

for DAS, Wi-Fi, fiber optics, and
more, and how will collaboration bring
ahead

the pieces together?

15
Growing Gigs

The First Amendment to the U.S.

tures, but

technology to its advantage.

result from potential FCC actions.

page 22

UNH public-safety notification

by Blair Lettin

30

6 Ellen Satterwhite

0ARnet and 0hio's 100 Gbps
Broadband Pipeline

Constitution gaarantees lreedom ot

Read how Gig.U is leading the way

speech and the press in any "public

increased bandwidth by encouragi ng

lorum." That term was clearly detined in 1776, but in today's world,

collaboration between the university

by

and the community.

Learn more about how innovative tech-

to

what constitutes a public forum?
To

date, no court has addressed

whether a school establishes a

"public fontm" by creating or
approving a Facebook page that
allows the general public to post
comments and opinions.
Paul Korzeniowski

18
Air U: Translorming TV White

Ketin Shffir and Susan Mantey

nology has increased the speed of Ohio's
research and education network from
10

to

100 Gbps.

Spaces into lnternet Gonnectivity
by Timothy P. Williams

WVU is the first university in the
United States to use vacant broadcast
TV channels to provide the campus and
nearby areas with wireless broadband

Internet services.

33
Iowa State Moves Voice

Gommunications to the Cloud
by Angela Bradley

Beginning in May 2013, Iowa State
University migrated 10,000 lines in just
10 weeks

22
Taming the Social Media Beast
by Paul Korzeniowski

a

from

a premised-based PBX

cloud communications service.

37

Social media poses both opportunity

lnstitutional Excellence Award:

and risk for higher ed. Korzeniowski
identifies some pitfalls and potential

Emergency Communications
Dashboard at Washington

tools to avoid them.

University in St. touis
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The Congressional Research Service

issued a report on rural broadband

in lune 2013. The report notes that
Congress views broadband infrastruc-

Don't you wish you could see into the future?
a crystal ball to see tomorrow's headlines? Who

How about

will play in the World

will the next disaster strike? What about vour career

Series? Where

behind this initiative with both RUS and
USF programs. We hope that this

report

will continue the movement and allow
in rural areas

SUCCESS?

colleges and universities

Believe it or not, there are tools to help

accurate by listening, reading, and watch-

make these predictions, especially for our
professional lives. For a short-range view,

ing what is happening around us. In this
edition ofthe Journal, we take a look at

to piggyback with telecommunications
providers to broaden their reach and

we can read publications such as our own

legislative and regulatory issues that are

ACUTA Journal
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longrange radar of the legistative and

Anyway we look

ture deployment as a means to improve
regional economic development and
to create jobs. Large federal monies are

at

it, the

up

toseewhatnew

affecting the ICT field and even speculate
on how they may affect us. This is long-

technologies are

range radar information, and these issues

promising' we can

may not affect us right away. But it does

attendevents such

guide us for those Iong-range decisions

i:-1t'*':"*'

and decisions with lasting effect. Let me

regutatory arena can ctear
'
ences or semlnars
our crystal ball and help us make to see how a new
mure intormed decisions tor

our

CAmpUSeS.

technology is
playing out on
other campuses.
Or, we can watch
research reports to

see what innovations are being held as promising. There
is even a longerratge radar (or crystal

give you a few previews:

.

In July 2013, the Education and the
Workforce Committee held a hearing
entitled "Keeping College within Reach:
Improving Higher Education through
Innovation." This committee is reviewing the rise in tuition costs at traditional
public universities in the last decade,
the increased need to adapt to changing

ball) for the ICT Field-the legislative/

student demographics, and the use of
technology in the system (MOOCs were

regulatory environment. Which laws
are currently under review? What new

mentioned specifically). There is broad
consensus that there needs to be a focus

regulations are being brought up? Which

on providing more affordable and bet-

policies are under fire by consumer or
corporate groups? Let's remember, the

ter quality education to nontraditional

whole ICT field

technologies. The fact that this issue even

from

as

a legislative

we know it resulred

decision in the mid-

students through the use ofinnovative
arose and is being discussed can mean

1980s to break up AT&T.

changes

Bottom line, there are lots of ways to
make our crystal ball clearer and more

for the use of technology.

in funding models and support

infrastructure to poorly served areas. For
affected universities and colleges, this
can mean a continued influx of money
and broader reach.

'

Recently, some employers have asked

employees to turn over their usernames

or passwords for their personal social
media accounts. The employers argue

that access to personal accounts is needed to protect proprietary information
or trade secrets, to comply with federal
financial regulations, or to prevent the
employer from being exposed to legal
liabilities. But others consider requiring
access to personal accounts an invasion

of employee privacy. Many lawmakers
have introduced legislation recently to
stop this movement to get or keep

a

job.

Some states have similar legislation to
protect students in public colleges and

universities from having to grant access
to their social networking accounts. Either way, this could affect our approach
to security university wide.

.

The privacy/convenience debate

started with websites and now has
moved to mobile apps. Mobile apps

provide us with convenience and access
to information we want. But thev also

I

I

0

lmprove the efficiency of moves, adds, and changes on university and higher
education campuses with Brady's NetDoc@ Cable Management software. lt
is an easy-to-use web-based solution that lets you document everything from
backbone cables to pathways and locattons.
NetDoc@

r
r
r

software features:

Drag-and-drop movements for documenting connections
Support for T14-606-8 identification schemes
lntegratron with Brady's LabelMark'" cable label creation software

Learn more at www.BradylD.com/NetDoc

gERA#

rl!
R

t
I

gBR/}D{

LEABN MORE!
Scan the QR code to learn more
about how NetDoc@ software can
benefit your facility.

GW

WHEN PERFORMANCE MATTERS MOST,.

*#K**
collect inforrnation on the user, which ctrn invade
our privacv. California norv applies the 2003 Online
Privacy Protection Act to mobile apps as lvell
r,r,cbsites ancl rc<luires a

as

published privacy policl, on

apps that Californians can use or access. Ho$, many
of our colleges ancl universities are cr eating apps to
aid t1-re studer-rts? Are rve compliant rvith California
law.s (lvl'rich r,vill probably come to our state soon)?

.

Recently in lVlorocco, an international treaty

fbr the visuallv inrpairecl rnas signed and aclopted
by the World intellectual Property Organization.
1'he treaty cleals l,ith limitations and exceptions to
copyright for blind and visually impairccl persons,
allor'ving them better cross bordcr access to books.
Not onlv can this ntovc aflect general Ip action in
each country (.lvhich affccts or-rr libraries, research,
and other entities in our unir..ersities), but also

the implications may carry o\.er to our computer
Iabs on campus (acccssibilitl, and software tools).

Watch closelv as this unfolds ancl is interpreted by
the university community and the courts. This may
affect your purchasing and support decisions in the
future.

.

Let's not cven talk about the cyber-security

issucs going or-r

in the world right

nor.v. These are

large and a real concern, and no doubt
hor'r, we do br-rsiness

ment.

\AIe

will effect

in the educational environ-

may not be able to have any impact on

these decisions (unless rve havc a lobbying arm),

but certirinly the decisions rvill affect
we look at it, the long-range radar of

us.

Anpvay

tl-re legislative

and regulatory arena can clear up our crystal ball
and help us nrake more informed decisions for our
campuses.
\Ve hope ,vou enjoy this
ar-rd

edition of the Journal

hope that your takeaway is a look into the

future. I arl always available at rkovac@bsu.edu.

k--*..
Cloudpoth

|

303-647-14g5

|

soles@cloudporh.ner

The AGUTA mission is to advanGe

thecapabilities
of higher-education communications and collaboration technology
leaders. Three strategic plans and more than ten years ago' the governing body, determined that ACUTA
would become the preeminent authority
on telecom and IT in higher education,
recognized the need to strengthen the
ACUTA voice in Washington, D.C. One
of the ways the organization is able to
accomplish that lofty goal is through its
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Com-

mittee, which monitors and reports to
the ACUTA board and membershiP on
telecom and IT legislative and regulatory activities affecting higher education.
Since this issue of the ACUTA Journal is
devoted to legislative and regulatory topics, I thought I'd take the opportunity to
take you behind the scenes to accomplish
these eight objectives:

.

Introduce you to the committee
members, who spend a lot of their time
watching large-scale federal issues so that
you don't have to

.

Provide most honorable mention
to the two legal firms that represent us
in Washington, Dow Lohnes, LLC, and
Thompson Coburn, LLR and introduce
you to the attorneys who research on our
behalf, notifr us of timely issues, and
produce the monthly Legislative/Regulatory Newsletter and podcast discussions

.

Let you know that we are a member

of and active contributor to the Higher
Education Compliance A-lliance and its
website (www.higheredcompliance.org/)

.

Indicate that we extend the reach of
our legislative/regulatory umbrella by
including on our website the listing for
the CRTC (Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications Commission),
as our members are not ruled only by the
FCC. ACUTA is not just telecom, nor do
our members reside only in the United

in cable TV distribution and 20 years in
LAN design of vari-

oustechnologies.He

oaaaaaaaaooaaaa

has provided electri-

serelectrical

cal engineering

The COmmittee mqnitqfg

And reviews FCC regUtatOry

ACUTA Legislative/Regulatory Newsletter arnd ACUTA eNewsbring to your

power companies,

desktop

age

.

primary

Remind you to let us know if there
may be a regulatory/legislative question
that your school would like us to research.

includinghigh-volt- activity'lCT'relatedcourt
transmission

and

distribution

and substation

and service-rate

Meet the AGUTA Legislative/Regulatory
Gommittee

telephone companies

Eric Breese, chair, has a background of
over 25 years handling telecommunications in a variety of industries and has
recently accepted the position of director,
user and technical services, at the Illinois

Institute ofTechnology. He has been an

years, been active

for

13 years.

in several statewide and

national ICT organizations, and authored
extensive legislative and regulatory

decisions, and U'S' congressil'

nAl legislative ACtiOnS and

design pr,vides inlOrmatiOn tO the

analysis. He provided
consulting services to

.

matrix

agement, systems planning (strategic and
tactical), and consulting services. This includes more than 21 years ofexperience

vices to REA

Reinforce the assistance the monthly

Randy Hayes,voice services manager for
16 years at the University of Northern
Iowa in Cedar Falls, has been involved
in communications technology for 32

issues

Andy Hulseyhas spent more than 42
years in the radio and telephony industry,
with an emphasis on engineering man-

.

active member of ACUTA

Remind you of the wealth of resources available on the ACUTA website
(www.acuta.org), including the leg/reg

which time he has served as a director at
large, board liaison to many committees,
and chair of ACUTA's Legislative and
Regulatory Affairs Committee.

States anymore

.

Introduce you to our EDUCAUSE associate, who keeps us aware of opportunities for alliance in legislative/regulatory
higher-ed pursuits

reports. Randy has been a contributing
member of ACUTA since 1989, during

membership monthly'

in several states from 1972 through 1983.
For the past 27 years as a telecommunications director, Andy has guided both the
University of Florida and the University
of Central Florida through FCC and state
regulations and CLEC and ILEC tariffs.
He holds an FCC radiotelephone and
amateur radio license and is a registered
professional engineer. He holds a B.S. in
Electrical Engineering from the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville.

Holly Kng network communications
project manager, has worked for Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois,,

ACIITA
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for

14 years.

In addition to her

12 years

of

active service with ACUTA, she chaired
the Insight 100 Operations and Imple_

mentation Forum in 2010.
Dave Mongeluzi has been with the
University of pennsylvania in phila_
delphia for 22years and is a senior IT
project leader responsible for vendor
management and contract review and
renewals. He is also CFO for MAGpI (an

Internet2 connector operated by N&T
staff at Penn) and serves as compli_
ance officer as well as a member of the
KINBER Business Committee, the group
that won a federal stimulus grant to build
out $ I 00M of fiber around the state of
Pennsylvania. Dave was appointed by
Penn's president, Amy Gutmann, to serve
on KINBER's board of directors in Mav
2013.

Sharon Moore, deputy CIO at Smith
College, is an elected ACUTA directorat-large board member, serving as liaison
between the board and the Legislative
and Regulatory Affairs Committee. She
had previously served two terms as the

ence make

him

a valuable

member of

the Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

Committee.
Greg Sparkshas served as the director for
communication technologies at North
Carolina State University for the past de-

firms-Thompson Coburn, LLR

and Dow Lohnes, PLLC, respectively,
specializing in telecommunications
and broadband legal, regulatory, and
congressional issues. Both have worked
closely with ACUTA since 2008, advising on legislative and regulatory matters,

highlighting important FCC rulemaking
activities, congressional moves, and their
potential impact on higher education.
Their monthly newsletter is a must-read
for all technology departments and governing legal counsels, and whenever you
have an opportunity to participate in an
ACUTA-Dow Lohnes or Thompson Coburn webinar or face-to-face event, you
won't want to miss the opportunity for

an up-to-the-minute, in-depth explanation of technology issues.
Ron Kovac, ex officio member, has
been in information communications

technology for 30 years and at Ball State
University in Muncie, Indiana, for 18
years. He presently serves as the director
of technical training and is a professor.

20 years. His team is responsible for data,

He has been an active ACUTA member

2002, Sharon had been with AT&T

voice, and cable television services for the
campus of 35,000 students. In addition

for I I

for

14

working primarily in the higher_

Rodney Petersen is senior government
relations officer and managing director
of the EDUCAUSE Washington offrce. He
also directs the EDUCAUSE cybersecu-

rity initiative and is the lead staff liaison
for the Higher Education Information
Security Council. He is the co-editor of
a book in the EDUCAUSE Leadership
Strategy Series entitled Computer and
Network Security in Higher Education.
He is also a founding member of the
Association of College and University
Policy Administrators and the author of
'A Primer on Policy Development for
Institutions of Higher Education,, and .A
Framework for IT policy Development.,,
He received his law degree from Wake
Forest University.

Bill Phillipsis

an associate director

of

customer solutions with the office of the
CIO at The Ohio State University. He is

zots

developments for the department. Kevin
holds a B.S. degree in paralegal studies.
His telecommunications experience in a
university setting and his legal experi-

legal

cade and has been

education market. Sharon has been an
active participant with ACUTA for more
than 20 years.

ratt

Kevin Shaffer, policy development and
regulatory compliance, UCIT of6ce
of information security, University of
Cincinnati, has been on the staff at the
University of Cincinnati in the UCIT network and telecommunications services
group for 23 years. Along with many
other responsibilities at the university,
he monitors legislative and regulatory

Ken Salomon and J. G, Harrington are
partners with two Washington, D.C.,

chair of the Corporate Liaison Committee. Prior to moving to Smith College in
years,

8

responsible for relationship management
in support of infrastructure services for
the ofEce of the CIO. His team provides
IT consulting to the university colleges
and departments. Bill has more than 30
years of experience in IT. He is in his
eighth year with rhe universily.

ACUTA Journal

in the IT field for over

to being involved in collaborative efforts
within the Research Tiiangle area, which
includes UNC-Chapel

Hill and Duke

University, Greg is routinely involved
with the NC Research and Education
Network, serving higher-ed institutions
throughout North Carolina.

Doris Stockhas advised other universities
in the areas of operational procedures,
rates, regulation, customer service and
vendor relations, serving as the Vermont

representative on many state and national

organizations throughout her 30-year
career at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg,
Virginia. She is the university's primary
resource for interpreting FCC and SCC

regulations and their impact on the
campus environment. She has served as a
strategic resource in the implementation
of all aspects of the university's converging ICT areas. Doris has been an active
ACUTA member for over 25 years and
has played a significant role in the Legis-

lative and Regulatory Affairs Committee
for almost as long.

years, fulfilling the challenging and
prestigious role of ACUTA president for
2013-2014.

As for myself,
as staff

as ACUTA CEO, I serve
liaison and ex officio member

of the Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Committee. I retired in 2010 from
Columbia University's information
technology department after 25 years and
have been an active ACUTA member for
more than 20 years, serving as president

in2008-2009.
Working with the FCC
Our work with the FCC in explaining
the real-world experiences, literally from
campus trenches, helped FCC members

better understand the concerns we filed
as reply comments to the commission's
Rules to Improve Wireless Coverage
through the Use of Signal Boosters,
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC
Rcd sa90 (201 1 ).

In February 2013, the FCC's booster
order clarified many issues relating to
signal boosters and established, for the

f,rst time, that boosters are permitted. In addition, the major carriers and
many small carriers have committed to
granting blanket consent for any booster
that meets the new technical standards
adopted by the FCC.
The order also adopted several suggestions made by ACUTA, most notably by rejecting a proposal for special

certification requirements for technicians
installing large-scale boosters used in
campus environments.
Check the ACUTA website (www.

acuta.org) for late-breaking legislative/
regulatory news, such as the following:

.

House Education and the Workforce
full committee hearing: "Keeping College
Reach: Improving Higher Education through Innovation"

within

.

Spectrum Policy in the Age of Broadband: Issues for Congress

.

USDA Seeks Applications to Finance
Rural Broadband in Remote Areas
Found monthly in your inbox is the
ACUTA Legislative/Regulatory Update,
which highlights congressional and FCC
notable actions that could impact your
campus. You will want to include your
general counsel team on the distribution
list. Podcasts of the monthly discussions featuring our vigilant attorneys,
). G. Harrington and Ken Salomon, are
embedded in the newsletter as well as

archived on our website.
From the Committee to You

Also found monthly in each ACUTA
eNews are the informative Info Links,
posted by ACUTI(s Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Committee member and
past committee chair Randy Hayes. There
is a wealth of information to be gleaned
from Randy's compilation of websites
from vendors, associations, governmental bodies, and other sources for white

systems (DASs), and natural disasters
such

as

Hurricane Sandy. Holly King also

represents ACUTA and higher education by working with the PCIA/HetNet
Forum, which has provided an excellent
You can volunteer to serve on the
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Committee, which invites you to monitor
and share important leg/reg trends in
your area. The committee monitors and

your conduit; if you think your technical
notes, white papers,

reviews FCC regulatory activity, ICTrelated court decisions, and U'S. congres-

Wiki implementa-

tion progress reports, etc., would be
useful for the FCC to read, send them to

will

sional Iegislative actions and provides

me at choch@acuta.org. Together we
continue to make a difference.

information to the membership monthly

Contact Corinne anytime at choch@acuta'

through the Leg/Reg Update and eNews,
as well as through e-mail broadcasts as
necessary. To volunteer to help us or to
share news, please contact Eric Breese
(eric@breesestolt.org), chair, or Corinne
Hoch (choch@acuta.org), staff liaison for

org'

.

the Legislative and RegulatorY

Affairs Committee.
As you'Il see in Eric's article,
which begins on page 10, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs
Committee members recently
discussed what we felt are the
top five IT-related leg/reg issues
that higher-education IT leaders
face today: cybersecurity, 91 1,

data security, intellectual proPerty legislation, and USF reform.

TCCH
ELECTRONICS
The Power of Connection and Ptotection

Member institutions value
the importance of ACUTA in
meeting their strategic goals.
Let us know how we can help
you with your legislative/regulatory quests. Of particular note

schedule for Legislative and Regulatory
Affairs in-person presentations and webinars, which are frequently presented by
J. G. Harrington and Ken Salomon on

recognizes the technical exPertise in higher education, views us

hot topics, such as Section 255 ofthe
Communications Act, Universal Service,
royalty payments, distributed antennae

as early bellwethers, and

Check the ACUTA website for the

As higher education's advocate in the
FCC, Henning sees campuses as having
much technical expertise. I will gladly be

webinar series this Year on DASs.

is our meeting during the 2012
ACUTA Annual Conference
with Henning Schulzrinne, the
FCC chief technology offrcer,
who is also the Julian Ciarence
Levi Professor of Mathematical
Methods and computer science
professor of electrical engineering and chair of the computer
science department at Columbia
University in NewYork City. He

papers and additional documents.

your technical notes or overviews of current implementation plans (anecdotes or
numbers) as well as anlthing you think
the FCC could do to help in the areas of
IPv6, security, and VoIP/voice peering.

ages us

encour-

Contact Tech today to discuss
how a DAS solution can
improve your in-building
wireless communication.

www.techelectro

n

i

cs.com

Columbia,Missouri Bloomington,lllinois
Springfield,Missouri lndianapolis,lndiana

1.800.TEcH.789

to continue sharing with

him. He is eager to learn from
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Leg/Reg lssues Facing Higher Education
Committee identifies top five issues you
need to know about today

Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Committee recently

discussed what we felt are the top five IT-related leg/reg issues

in higher education today. We settled on the following, in no
particular order: (l) intellectual property legislation, (2) USF
reform, (3) cybersecuritylegislation, (4) 911 issues, and (5)
data security legislation. Below are summaries for these issues.

lntellectual Property Legislation

USF Relorm

in

1997 to help

fund service to rural areas, schools, libraries, healthcare, and
low-income consumers. These are broken down into several

Title 2 of the DMCA creates a safe harbor for many universi-

areas: the High-Cost Fund, which helps baiance the cost
difference between providing service in urban versus rural
areas;

Link-Up America and Lifeline, which assist low-income

content industry, including the Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA) and the Recording Industry Association of

consumers; E-Rate, which provides subsidies for schools and
libraries; and Telehealth/Telemedicine for rural healthcare.

America (RIAA), have continued to seek further protections.
The first of these was a portion of the Higher Education Op-

Over the past 15 years, the FCC amended the program to
enable other providers, particularly prepaid wireless carriers, to

portunityAct (HEOA) that requires universities to implement

participate. This increased enrollment in the program, potentially expanding its benefits to previously unreached low-income

distribution using

technolo gy-based deterrents."

In October 2011, the Stop Online Piracy Act was introduced in the
House of Representatives. The intent
of the bill was to expand the ability

ofthe federal government to enforce
copyright infringement. The bill
would have allowed law enforcement
to block entire domains if the domain
contained infringing content. Many
websites opposed the legislation and

coordinated

a

blackout of their sites in

Jantary 2012 in an effort to help raise
awareness among the American population. This law would
have had serious consequences on higher-education networks
and DNS services in particular.

In October 2Ol2,there was a case argued before the
Supreme Court regarding the sale of copyrighted items. Cur_
rently, if you buy a book, record, CD, or other media, you_the

buyer-can dispose of it

any way you see

fit. The

case deter_

mined that first sale doctrine also applies to goods manufac_
tured overseas (such as a textbook published in India). So it is
2013

I expect the industry will continue to push for additional
legislation that we will continue to monitor.

The Universal Service Fund (USF) was created

"a plan to effectively combat unauthorized

Fal

the other way, libraries would have been limited in their ability
to lend materials and collections to students and others.

The current issues around intellectual property primarily began with the 1998 Digital Millennium CopyrightAct (DMCA)
ties that requires they remove the infringing content or block
access to it. For many years, this worked well; however, the

10

legal to sell items you purchased overseas. Had the decision gone
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Americans, but it also created new risks for fraud, waste, and
abuse. The program grew from $800 million lurr2OOg to $2.2

billion in 20l2.The FCC

has begun to address these concerns
by adopting new rules to reduce duplicate payments to carriers,
ensure program eligibility standards are met, and reduce growth

in the program. The Broadband Adoption Act was introduced in
the House in April, designed to "bridge the digital divide,,by authorizing expansion of the program to include broadband, giving consumers a choice of their Lifeline support, clari$zing that
families will qualif,, for only one service, and creating a national
database to avoid duplication. Rural phone companies, however,
are lobbying to prevent the fund from being changed from
telephone-centric to a broadband-centric support system.

a

The USF is generally a Iine item on your telephone bill that
is currently calculated based on a percentage of your service fees.

Due to the increasing usage of the fund and new VoIp services
that may not be contributing, there has been a lot of discussion
about contribution methods. One of the proposals that has the
greatest risk to higher education is a numbers-based methodology. Under this proposal, the fee would be charged to every
working telephone number. Because universities generally have

many DID numbers, this method would exponentially increase

about
an institution's monthly costs. Discussions are ongoing
different options at this Point.
GybersecuritY Legislation
For the past several years, the federal government has been
looking into cybersecurity with the goal of protecting the na-

tion's power plants, water systems, and other forms of critical infrastructure from crippling cyberattacks' While higher
education isn't the focus, there will be an effect, especially for
research universities.

The current debates in Congress have been over how to
provide incentives for businesses that adopt voluntary standards and liability protections for those sharing information'
However, the two parties remain split over whether the federal
government should set critical infrastructure cybersecurity
standards.

In summer 2013, the Department of Homeland Security's
Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team
released a report that shows companies that operate critical

the
supply chain, focusing on potential vulnerabilities and
economy'
the
and
security
national
on
wide-ranging impacts
911 lssues
There are several important issues that involve

91 1

service'

Some apply only to campuses with their own public safety
answering point (PSAP), and some apply to all universities'
The resiliency of the 911 network is a concern for campuses
with their own PSAP. Due to the failure of 911 systems in at
that
Ieast six states during the summer 2012 "derecho" storm
swept from the Midwest to the East Coast, the FCC released
a public notice asking for comment on 911 resiliency and

reliability. This led to the FCC releasing a notice of proposed
rulemaking to examine specific steps to improve the reliability
of 911 service. The notice asks for comment on the appropriate
steps to take

to ( 1) ensure that there are periodic audits of

91

infrastructure systems have seen a sharp rise in rybersecurity
incidents. In 2011, 198 incidents were reported, up fiom 4l in

mechanisms could be used to achieve these goals, including
reporting, certification, specific reliability requirements, and

2010 and 9 in2009.

inspections.

With little action in Congress, the White House issued an
executive order in February that relies on public-private col-

laboration to improve critical infrastructure cybersecurity and
includes elements to enhance information sharing, develop a
cybersecurity framework, and create a voluntary cybersecurity

1

circuits for physical diversity; (2) ensure that adequate centraloffice backup power is maintained; and (3) maintain reliable
and resilient network monitoring systems. The notice asks what

The other major 911 issue is known as next-generation 911
services.These next-generation services provide methods for
both contacting 91 1 through alternative methods, such as text,
and improving the location accuracy of the caller. One of the
major challenges in this arena is determining the location of a

program. In addition, it requires the Department of Homeland
Security to identifr the "critical infrastructure where a cybersecurity incident could reasonably result in catastrophic regional

mobile caller. For campuses that provide wireless VoIP services,
this can be especially challenging.

or national effects on public health or safety, economic security,

For years, Congress has been discussing data security-which
is different from cybersecurity. The initial focus has been on

or national security''
In April, the House of Representatives passed the Cyber
Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act. The act provides
companies with immunity from lawsuits when they voluntarily

information (such as threats to computer networks and
malicious source code) with each other and the federal governshare

Data Security Legislation

notification of data breaches. Congress is trying to determine
if federal legislation is needed to Protect consumers' The only
federal statute that covers data breaches is HIPAA. (Even FERPA
doesn't address this topic.) Most data-breach notification laws
have been left up to the states. Currently, 46 states have enacted

ment. The Department of Homeland Security was designated as
the civilian agency to receive information from companies, with
the Department of Justice tasked with serving as the collection

their own notification requirements. Most states define a data
breach as the unauthorized acquisition of personal information'

point for information about cyber crimes. The House bill will
probably have little chance of passing the Senate, which prefers
fewer controls on what information is shared.

may lead to identifying a specific individual and data that may

In May, the House Energy and Commerce Committee and
its Subcommittee on Communications and Technology held
hearings on cyber threats and security solutions' The focus was
on federal government and private-sector actions to strengthen
critical infrastructure and mitigate exposure to cyberattacks' It
also looked at security solutions to better protect against cyber
threats, including enhanced information sharing, public-private
partnerships, and greater industry collaboration' The subcom-

They

tlpically define personal information in terms of data that

lead to financial harm. As Congress continues to address this
issue, I expect higher education to be significantly affected due

to the nature ofthe data we retain about a student'
The Leg/Reg Committee will stay on top of these and other
issues. Watch for special alerts or emails when important information becomes available.

Eric Breese,chair of ACIJTA's Legislative and Regulatory Affairs
Committee, has been active in the committee since 2008' Contact him at eric@breesestolt.org.

mittee examined how to secure the communications netlvork
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Future Pro ol? The Goming Ip Transition
A variety of stops along the way could
delay the transition to lp

cabre

ofvoice service, including

/r, it. zoto National Broadband plan,

ers

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced that it intended
to take steps to facilitate a transition to

companies and wireless providers.

a

telephone network based on Inter-

net protocol (IP). Since that time, the
FCC's efforts to advance that goal have

multiplied, ranging from a recommendation that a "date certain" be set for the
end of the public switched telephone
network in Iune 201 1, to a further notice
of proposed rulemaking on Ip-based

interconnection later that year, to a series
of requests for comment on Ip interconnection in2013.
Despite this activity, the FCC has
made no decisions about how to make

the transition happen, even as technology and network

architecture move
forward. This
article reviews the

These

Incumbent carriers, in particurar, have
been chafing under the rules because they

at would prefer the opportunity to negotiate
relatively low, cost-based rates, and inmore favorable terms. At the same time,
cumbents must provide interconnection non-traditional service providers like
services typically have to be provided

within
companies-including competitive carriersalso are required to provide number
at any technically feasible points

vonage, which do not have interconnec-

their networks.

tion rights today, would like to obtain

A11

telephone

portability and have

a general

to provide interconnection

those rights, which would give them
much more control over their operations.
In deciding how to adapt its current rules

obligation

(although

to an all-Ip environment, the FCC has
not on the same terms as interconnec- to consider both legal issues that could
tion provided by incumbents).
constrain what rules it could adopt and
Many elements of the Telecommuni- policy considerations, such as whether
cations Act did not work as expected,
the interconnection rules

but

rules that are in place today reflect mar-

generallyhave

ketplace and technical realities.

compa- The legal issues are important
obtain because they have an impact on what
interconnection on reasonable terms.
rules the FCC could adopt. Incumbent
This success comes, in part, because the carriers argue, for instance, that the legal
Telecommunications Act also created a
framework adopted in the Telecommuensured that competitive phone

nies and wireless providers can

specific path to obtain

interconnection

nications Act does not apply and, further,

with limited negotiation periods and
that Ip-based services may be outside the
key issues facing
the FCC and some arbitration rights, as well as the oppor- FCC's regulatory power entirely. These
tunity for competitive carriers to "opt in" arguments are based primarily on the
of the practical
that
could result from
consequences

potential FCC actions.
Today's Frame-

work

to existing interconnection

agreements.

is provided. As a result,

Today, interconnection is subject to rules

interconnection

with the large incumbent carriers, and
under Sections 257 and 252 of the federal
with many smaller carriers, largery has

Communications Act, which were added
to that statute by the Telecommunica_
tions Act of 1996. Those rules, in general,
create obligations

for incumbent tele-

phone companies, such

as

Verizon,

tion and related services to other provid_

12
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become

routine.

Key lP lnterCOnneCtiOn ISSUeS

the

lOr

FCC

AI&T, While the current approach to intercon-

and Centurylink, to offer interconnec_

theory that voice over Ip (volp) services

which are not "telecommunications services,,
were upheld by the Supreme Court
under the communications Act, but
after lengthy litigation, also simplified instead are "information services,,,which
negotiation and arbitration by limiting are not subject to sections 251 and,252.
the terms under which interconnection Many competitors take the opposite
The FCC's interconnection rules,

perspective, noting that the statute itself
does not

mention any particular technol-

ogy or transmission protocol, and therefore, it is technology_neutral. They also
dispute the claim that IP-based services
are necessarily

information services. At

the same time, over-the-top VoIP provid-

nection generally operates smoothly, ers' and many cable operators, suggest
that does not mean that it will .ontin.r" that the broad terms of the Communica_
once carriers switch to all_Ip networkr. tions Act give the FCC the discretion to

apply the current regime, or something very much like it, to services
that do not fall under Sections 251 and 252. These providers point
to a series of cases involving regulation ofVoIP services in which the
FCC decided that it had authority, no matter what regulatory classification was applied to those services, and in which the courts agreed

with the FCC's analysis.
The other key areas of dispute address the practical question of
what the rules actuaily should be. Competitors support only modest
changes to the current rules and generally are most supportive of
changes that address technical differences between IP interconnection

and today's standard interconnection. For instance, many competi-

tors support consolidation of points of interconnection, so that it no
longer would be necessary to interconnect with every other carrier in
every location. In the view of the competitors, incumbents still retain

their market power in interconnection, because the incumbents are
the essential interconnectors and because the incumbents stil1 have
the majority of landline customers; therefore, the rules on pricing,
negotiation, and arbitration should be retained.
Incumbent carriers have a much different point of view. In general, the iargest incumbents argue that strict interconnection rules no
longer are necessary because competition has burgeoned and they no

longer are the dominant providers of retail voice services. As a resuit,
the large incumbents say, the FCC's rules governing points of interconnection, pricing for interconnection, and other elements of the
relationship between interconnecting carriers should be loosened or
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be determined solely by negotiation.

In support of these principies, the large incumbents typically
say demonstrates that market-

point to Internet peering, which they
based negotiations can and

will

be successful. Competitors respond

by noting that Internet peering is built around a best-efforts model,
which is inconsistent with the quality-of-service requirements

typically applied to voice services, and that the number of disputes
relating to Internet interconnection has been rising in recent years as
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larger providers seek to leverage their market power.
Smaller incumbents, meanwhile, often have different concerns

from those of larger incumbents. They are concerned about being
forced into an IP interconnection regime and into unplanned capital
expenditures on a schedule that is faster than they prefer. They also
are concerned that changes in interconnection rules may force them
to interconnect at points that are distant from their operating territories. As a result, they are less supportive of the positions of the larger
incumbents than might be expected.
There also are significant technical issues. These issues include the

following:

.

As noted above, the number and locations

ofpoints ofintercon-

nection

.

Whether there should be redundant interconnection in an all-iP
environment, so that traffic can be transmitted in the case of a local
netrvork failure or natural disaster

'

How to handle call signaling in an all-IP environment, including
how to transition from current signaling networks to the new regime
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' Routing and transmission of 91 I calls
and associated call information after the
transition
Many of these considerations also
tie into questions of the timing of the

transition. The larger incumbents are

The most likely path for FCC action

will start with the authorization of one
or more trials of IP interconnection,
which could take place in 2014. The
terms of the trials could be an important
indicator of how the FCC intends to

functionalities are supported by the new
network. Parties opposing the Verizon
petitions have noted that the replacement
services would not support connections to alarm companies or fax, and it is
Iikely that other existing functionalities

more likely to prefer a date certain
for the formal transition to Ip-only

move forward. Notably,

interconnection, with all interconnection in IP-to-IP format after that date.
Many competitors-particularly, smaller
incumbents-prefer to leave the final
transition open-ended so that they do

by incumbents or competitors, this may

replaces the current standard,

provide some information about how
the FCC sees its regulatory authority or

that overall quality of service will decline
over time for calls that go from one carrier

the necessity for the current rules in an

to another.

not have to transmit traf8c in IP format
until they are ready to do so.
Going Forward

AII of the issues described above have
been raised at the FCC in various contexts, including the pending rulemaking
and the petitions that the FCC received

comments on early in 2013. The FCC
also is considering IP interconnection
trials that could address both the technical interconnection issues and some or
all of the operational issues for the transition. While there is no specific timeline

for FCC action, the pressure to begin
to act is becoming greater and likely

will increase after the new FCC chair
is installed, possibly

in the fall of 2013.

The pressure also has been increased by
recent actions ofVerizon, which is asking

for permission to discontinue copperbased services in areas affected by

Hurri-

cane Sandy and to replace those services

with other services that Verizon asserts
are not subject to the same regulatory

obligations, including some IP-based
services.

if the trials adopt

one of the regulatory models proposed

IP environment.

will be affected by new networks as well.
Similarly, if "best efforts" interconnection
it is possible

Finally, the FCC's decisions also could

Regardless of what the FCC does

have a meaningful impact on the nature

next, any final transition to IP-based

of competition in voice services in the
future. A regulatory regime that is more

interconnection is probably years in the
future. Moreover, whatever the FCC

favorable to incumbent carriers may

it is likely that there will be appeals and further decisions implement-

survive, reducing the number of choices

ing the new rules at both the federal and

available to customers. By the same token,

decides,

make it more difficult for competitors to

the state level. As a consequence, the

a regime

lransition to IP-based interconnection
and to fully IP-based networks may be

ers additional interconnection rights may

extended, perhaps for several additional

Skype and Google Voice, making them

that gives over-the-top provid-

facilitate the development of services like

years, while these processes continue.

more effective competitors to facilities-

During the transition, many carriers
may begin the process of moving their

based providers and increasing the

num-

ber of practical choices available to voice

customers to IP-based services to take

customers. As a result, the impacts of the

ofthe efficiencies ofan all-IP
network. These changes will have signifi-

FCC's actions could be as significant for

cant impacts on customers and how they

J. G. Harrington is a paftner in D.C. law
firm Dow Lohnes, specializing in tele-

advantage

connect with their carriers, particularly
given that almost all telephone equip-

ment is intended to interface with the
current telephone network.

In addition, as demonstrated by
the recent Verizon petitions to discontinue services, the transition to an all-IP
network will have an effect on what

customers as they are for carriers.

co m m u n ications and b road band legal,
regulatory, and congressi1nal issues. He
has worked closely with ACUTA since

2008, advising on legislative and regulatory matters and highlighting important
FCC rulemaking

activities, congressional

moves, and their potential impact on

higher education.

ACUTA Winter Semin ar 2014
Phoenix. January 12-15 . Pointe Hilton Tapatio Cliffs
Track 1. The Changing Landscape 0f Communication Technologies
Track 2. Empowering Collaboration through Technotogy
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Growing Gigs
University communities are
uniquely positioned to lead
the way to big bandwidth
We are entering a new era of economic

opportunity driven by

a change

in how

technology creates value. Where economies have historically been driven by the

of wireline upgrades by cable and
telecommunications providers from the
a series

mid-1990s to about 2007 had run their
course. By 2009, neither telecommunica-

physical manipulation and then delivery

tions nor cable providers had a market-

of atoms, increasingly our goods and

based incentive to increase the bandwidth

services are improved by the

addition

of information and are delivered over
communications technologies-via bits
and chips.

It's difficult to quantifr the impact of
the bandwidth-driven economy, but the
former chief economist of BusinessWeek
has estimated that the

difficulty in mea-

suring the "Data-driven Economy" leads

of university communities* has been
working to create a favorable climate for
investment in next-generation broadband
networks. Although the goal includes

levels.

faster speeds for increasingly hungry

That analysis of market incentives has
proven accurate. For the first time since

campuses, the project is focused on the

cable decided to overbuild the telecom-

tions.

munications dial-up network almost two
decades ago, no national carrier in the

University communities have a
unique combination of existing network

United States has plans to roll out a better
network than the current best network.

infrastructure and other physical assets,
concentrated populations, relatively

communities that surround these institu-

to close to a 30 percent shortfall in our
measurement of GDP growth. Around

look to make sure we

high number of multiple-dwelling units,

take advantage of the economic opportu-

40 percent of the U.S. GDP is produced

nity that big bandwidth can provide?

high demand for bandwidth for research
and commercial purposes, tech-sawy

by companies that didn't exist 30 years

University Gommunities as Big

of
inthe Wall

ago. As Marc Andreessen, founder

Netscape, noted recently

Street Journal, "Software is eating the

Bandwidth Test Beds
One place would be America's research

world."

university communities, which have
spawned many of the innovations that

But changes in bandwidth have
not kept up with growth in computing

shape our lives

and storage-a roadblock to continued

growth. Computing and storage continue
to grow along the line of Moore's law,
doubling every 18 months. But another
Iaw, Nielsen's, holds that home broad-

band connection speeds will increase at
a rate that is 10 percent slower, and this
has proven true in the United States. For

most communities, the broadband access
they'll have in five years will be the same
as they have today.

ln2009, those of us working on the
National Broadband Plan at the Federal
Communications Commission looked
at a study of wireline deployments and
realized the market forces that had led to

today-particularly net-

work-based innovations. The best minds
gather on these campuses and in these
communities to ask important questions,
experiment with new techniques, create
new products, launch new businesses,
and develop solutions to society's most
pressing problems. University commu-

nities depend on high-speed networks
to educate, collaborate, and share large
amounts of information instantaneously.
Research in real time has fueled the
development of the global information economy, but today's market for
bandwidth services does not fully satisfy
the forward-looking needs of university
communities.

and
Ellen Satterwhite

This is the reason for Gig.U: The
University Community Next Generation
Innovation Project. This consortium

in any geographic area to world-leading

So where do we

by Blair Levin

residential and business consumers, and
entrepreneurial startups. Linux, Mosaic,
Netscape, Photoshop, and so many more

critical pieces of computer technology
have come from in and around universities; it is only reasonable to expect even

more in the future.
These traits make universitY com-

munities ideal areas in which to make
investments in network and information

technology infrastructure and services.
Many of these community traits also
attract other capital investment and businesses, which creates additional demand

for bandwidth in these communities.
This dynamic can create a virtuous

*Note: Current members include such
institutions as Indiana University, the University of Arizona, Case Western Reserve
University, Virginia Tech, and Duke. For
the full list and more information, visit the
website at www.gig-u.org.
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cycle-a complex chain of events that
reinforces itself through a feedback
loop. In this case, the availability of
ultra-high-speed broadband will attract

to lower CapEx, OpEx, and risk
. Help aggregate demand in ways that
lower risk and raise potential revenue.
In addition, we have seen a number of

even more bandwidth-intensive users,

ways that communities have, in

who are likely to create the applications
and awareness that will drive additional

existing powers, the ability to do these

and risk.

things.

.

demand for bandwidth in these com_
munities, and subsequently in the rest of
the country.
The Strategy lor Ghanging lhe Math

Construction: A wide variety of local
government regulations affect construc-

The Taclics lor Ghanging the Math

Without additional expenditures or the
provision of subsidies by the commu-

tion methods, like trenching, as well as
policies governing permits for that construction. These regulations and policies

Kansas City, Chattanooga, Gainesville,

tively use existing assets to lower costs
and increase potential revenues. This

potentially driving down construction

San Leandro, and a half dozen

includes the involvement of community

commu-

anchor institutions as well-particularly

in North Carolina, and dozens of oth-

universities that already have extensive

ers-come to understand that market

network assets but that also control
other potential assets.

forces today are unlikely to produce the

kind of broadband infrastructure they
need in order to be all that they can be.
Rather than simply accept a second-rate

Communities can focus on factors
allecting the costs of deployment, including the following:

.

changing the math for an investment.
That math can be expressed in this

the ROWs either in fee or as easements

formula: C + O > (l-r)R + SB + (-CL).
That is, no incumbent or new entrant
is likely to upgrade or build a network

and managed by local authorities. In

addition, many municipalities-or their
anchor institutions-have access to

because the new or incremental capital

physical assets, such as dark fiber, racks,

(C) and operation (O) Expenditures are
greater than the risk-adjusted revenues

and other spaces where communica-

the overall benefits generared

Rights of way (ROWs), easements,

and physical assets: Municipalities own

that are dedicated to the general public

tions providers can collocate equipment. These assets can be used to lower

by a broadband network (SB), and the

the costs of deploying or upgrading

threat of competitive losses (-CL).

network.

To incent investment in faster broadband, the right side of the equation

must be greater than left side. To do so,
we must take steps that reduce the first
three factors-CapEx, OpEx, and
and increase the next three

risk-

factors-

potential revenues, system benefits, and
threat of competition. The details of
how to make the formula work for any
community or any provider will be dif_
ferent, but the formula is the same.
The three basic ways in which

a

.

a

Information and administration:

Network upgrade and build-out costs
include physical assets and construction
costs, as well as transaction costs such
as the

time and effort put into gather-

ing information and working through
local regulatory processes. By sharing
existing data, adjusting policies related
to broadband network deployment, and

contributing staff and other administrative assets, communities can reduce the
costs associated

with

a

range of construction techniques,
costs.

Communities can also focus on
factors affecting potential revenues for
investors, including the following:

'

future, these communities have actively
pursued next-generation networks by

((l-r)R),

network build-

Demand profile and identiS,ing
demand: Consumer demand for and
uptake of next-generation networks and
services drive revenues for the investors,
owners, and operators of the network.

Municipalities and their partners can
use information on community characteristics to plan potential projects,
determine effective strategies for com-

munity engagement, and work with
potential partners to assess demand for
next-generation networks and services.
Precommilted demand for service can
reduce capital costs for new network
deployments or upgrades.

.

Potential Partnerships: Nextgeneration network upgrades make

part of a regional or local longrun economic development strategy.
sense as

These projects can and should enjoy the

full support of the broad-based community leadership-from elected officials
to private and nonprofit organizations
focused on upgrading broadband. This
support is necessary for any project, but
can also be useful to secure the assets or
changes reviewed above.

Changing the Math in Practice

While every community should chart its
own path for an upgrade, a number of

community can affect those three fac-

out.

tors are the following:
. Improve the use of key inputs to
lower CapEx, OpEx, and risk

. Funding: Municipalities have multiple financial levers to push to reduce

amples that provide useful lessons to all.

the cost of upgrading and deploying a
network, including federal or state fund-

low-risk actions

.
2013

to build out or upgrade
networks by reducing associated costs

their

can be updated to allow for a broader

nities around the Research Triangle park

Fall

and financing mechanisms may serve
as incentives

nity, communities can revise existing
policies and procedures to more effec-

In the past several years, we have seen
how cities-Seattle, Chicago, New york,

16

ing, tax incentives, bonds, or publicprivate partnerships. Innovative fu nding

Streamline their regulatory processes
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experiments in the recent past offer exFirst, there are a number of relatively
a

communitv can take

to become fiber ready. These activities

ment and service offerings. The most

Looking Ahead

range from

extensive example of such an agree-

The process that communities

or resolutions that are supportive of

ment is the agreement between Kansas

upgrade to nexl-generation con necl iv-

next- generation network projects to

City and Google, though the initial

ity looks very different from the process

instituting conduit- and Iiber-leasing

agreements between Gigabit Squared

by which telecommunications and cable

policies, or "dig once" policies, like those

and Seattle and Chicago provide other

providers built out their networks. This new

examples of how to proceed.

process is the

1oca1

and county ordinances

listed above. For example, the city
Seattle has been

of

In addition to an agreement with

working to expand

broadband access for severai years, first
offering excess

capacity in city-owned

conduit and more recently offering
access

to excess capacity on city-owned

a

service provider, the city can also take

will

use to

rewriting ofthe social contract

through which the public provides privately
funded networks with certain benefits, like

separate actions to expand and improve

access

broadband connectivity. For example,

tain public obligations. The details are dif-

the city of New York recently announced

ferent, but what is happening in Kansas City,

of new initiatives, including a

to rights-of-way, in exchange for cer-

fiber. The Gigabit Seattle project takes

a suite

advantage of both of these policies.

competition to build out hber wiring
for commercial and industrial build-

that collaboration really moves the needle.

ings, a grading program for connec-

recipients of faster networks; rather the

that begins a discussion with current

tivity in New York City buildings,

combined efforts of the local government,

and potential service providers for how

crowd-sourced digital map highlighting

to address particular needs that the city

wired buildings citl'rvide, a streamlined

wishes to address. For example, in their

process for broadband-related

RFI, the city of Chicago asked for infor-

ting and exploring the streamlining

mation to address three needs: gigabit

regulatory issues, and a competition to

Wi-Fi areas, and underserved areas. In October, the University
of Chicago, in partnership with the
state of Illinois and the city, announced
Gigabit Chicago, a project to bring

develop mobile applications to help resi-

Moving a step larther, cities can
release a request for information (RFI)

zones, public

gigabit-speed fiber to the Chicago's

mid-southside neighborhoods. Such an
RFI can be released with a minimum of

work and risk.
Some cities then move to a request
for proposals (RFP) that invites a nego-

tiation with current and potential service providers for the specifics

ofwhat

the parties are willing to do to address
those needs. Champaign-Urbana and six

North Carolina cities are among those
that have issued an RFP. The RFP takes
more time and resources to prepare,
the odds of success improve

as

if the key

institutions are willing to make concrete
commitments (such as access to dark

liber and commitments by multipledwelling unit owners to purchase the
service) to improve the competitive

climate for potential bidders.
Once the city or community has
evaluated the potential options

-or

occasionally gets a windfall, as in Austin,
Texas, and Provo,

Utah-it

enters into

an agreement with the service provider

to nail down the details of the deploy-

a

permit-

of

dents access critical services provided by
the city and community-based organizations.

Seattle, Chicago, and other places proves

To make it work, communities are not mere

educational institutions, healthcare facilities,
business and real estate interests, and local

community groups, working in harmony,
make the upgrade economically viable.
Blair Levin is executive director, Gig.U. Ellen
Satterwhite is program director at Gig.U.
Learn more when you visit their website at
www.gig-u.org.

by Timothy P Wiiliams
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Air U: Transforming TV White Spaces
into lnternet Connectivity
WVU is partnering to bring high-speed
I nternet to underserved communities

Wt'r",

'vWU has partnered with AIR.U, the

itcomes to high-speed Internet

According to Bob Nichols, AIR.U

Virginia is underserved. In
too many rural areas of the state, the
information superhighway lacks an on-

Advanced Internet Regions consortium,

co-founder and CEO of Declaration

to transform TV "white spaces" into

Networks Group, "Super Wi-Fi pres-

Internet connectivity. WVU is the first

ents a lower-cost, scalable approach to

ramp for people who are looking for edu-

university in the United States to use

deliver high-capacity wireless networks,

access, West

cational and professional advancement

vacant broadcast TV channels to pro-

and DNG is leading the way for a new

but who are frustrated by a situation that
puts rural residents at a disadvantage.

vide the campus and nearby areas with

broadband alternative to provide sustain-

wireless broadband Internet services.

able models that can be replicated and

WestVirginia University (WVU) is
working to change that by bringing much-

In 2010, the FCC began allowing
devices to operate in the unused por-

extended to towns and cities nationwide."

needed connectivity to its campus and the

tions of the TV broadcast bands, known

surrounding area.
As U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Tom

as

white spaces or Super Wi-Fi frequen-

cies. These frequencies, left empty when

Vilsack has said: "Broadband service

television stations moved to digital

expands educational, medical, and health

broadcasting, are particularly abundant

services for

rural residents. Expanded

broadband service also is important because it supports employment opportuni-

in rural areas. This is important because
these are the areas where traditional
telecom infrastructure faces its big-

ties and makes income growth possible in

gest challenge

rural areas."

services.

in delivering broadband

Who

Will Benefit?

The initial phase of the white space
network will provide free public Wi-Fi
access

for students and faculty at WVU's

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system

platforms. Through the PRT system,
more than 15,000 riders travel the \r'y'VU
campus each day in 73 computer-guided,

electric-powered vehicles.
Students and faculty

will

also be able

to access the Internet in the PRT vehicles
themselves. In the future, this connec-

Figure 1. System design

tivity will help the university develop
applications to communicate with
PRT riders through on-board video
screens and other technology.

The PRT system is a useful
target environment for testing an
effective way to design, deploS and
operate a Super Wi-Fi network. Later
phases of the project

will extend

coverage to more of the campus and
areas outside Morgantown.

"Not only does the AIR.U deployment improve wireless connectivity
for the PRT System, it also demonstrates the real potential of innova-

tive new technologies to deliver
broadband coverage and capacity to

rural areas and small towns, to drive
economic development and quality of

18
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life, and to comPete with the rest of the

Figure

1.

Aerial view

of the Engineering Building. Arrows illustrate

platforms'
base antennas pointing to different PRT

world in the knowledge economy," said
\\^/U CIO Iohn Campbell.
WVU is a land-grant universitY, and
improving the lives of state citizens is at
the heart of its mission. In time, Super
Wi-Fi may offer a solution for the many
West Virginia communities that still lack
broadband access-and the economic
development and quality of life benefits
that broadband provides.
Public Wi-Fi Access
The Demonstration Network

Wi-Fi

access

will provide

to the Internet for students

and faculty from five PRT stations that
have installed Remote
as

White Space CPE

they wait for the arrival of the PRT

cars. Areas immediately surrounding
the platforms could also share that con-

nectivity, so the initial demonstration
site may ideally be a platform in an area

Group LLC, and represents a collaboration between AIR.U and the \'WU Board

research universities and colleges across

where students congregate for other

of Governors; the West Virginia Network

purposes in addition to the PRL

for Telecomputing, which provides the
fiber-optic Internet backhaul for the

to compete in the global economy, and
we firmly believe this effort can be a

The

\{VU

access via

communitY will also have

Wi-Fi to the Internet while rid-

ing PRT cars that have installed Remote

network; and Adaptrum Inc., a California
startup providing white-space equipment

White Space CPE. Individual cars with

designed to operate on vacant TV chan-

Wi-Fi capability can provide students
and faculty with Internet access on their

nels.

commute through camPus, as well as
support future vertical applications for
the PRT system and monitoring functions, such as alerts. video monitoring,

AIR.U is affiliated with the Open
Technology Institute at the New America
Foundation, a nonpartisan think tank
based in Washington, D.C. Microsoft and
Google both provided early support for

public announcements, on-board video

AIR.U's overall effort to spur innovation
to upgrade the broadband available to

screens, and more.

underserved campuses and their sur-

System Design

rounding communities.

The system design (Figure 1 ) includes

The AIR.U consorl.ium comPrises

end-to-end system comPonents for
the initial application demonstration

organizations that represent over 500
colleges and universities nationwide,

network. The actual radio coverage takes
advantage of the rooftop of the Engineer-

including the United Negro College
Fund, the New England Board of Higher

ing Building (Figure 2), which is a high
point on the VWU camPus. With two

Education, the Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in California,

base stations

with directional antennas

pointing to different PRT platforms,
the PRT tracks can be covered from the
rooftop, as shown in Figure 2.

the National Institute for Technology in

Liberal Education, and Gig.U, a consor-

tium of 37 major universities. "We are
delighted that AIR.U was born out of the

The network deployment is managed by

Gig.U effort," said Blair Levin, executive
director of Cig.U and former executive
director of the National Broadband Plan.

AIR.U co-founder, Declaration Networks

"The communities that are home to our

Behind the Scenes

the country need next-generation speeds

model for other communities." Founding partners of AIR.U include Microsoft,
Google, the Open Technology Institute
at the New America Foundation, the
Appalachian Regional Commission, and
Declaration Networks GrouP, LLC
(a new

firm established to plan, deploy,

and operate Super Wi-Fi networks).

Conclusion
"Innovative deployment of TV white
spaces presents an exciting

opportunity

for underserved rural and low-income
urban communities across the country,"
says FCC

acting chair Mignon Clyburn.

"I commend AIR.U

and West Virginia

University on launching a unique pilot
program that Provides camPuswide
Wi-Fi services using TV white space
devices. This

pilot will not only demon-

strate how TV white-space technologies
can help bridge the digital divide, but also

could offer valuable insights into how
best to structure future deployments."
Timothy P. Williams is director of telecommunications and network operati0ns
at West Virginia llniversity. Reach him at
ti m

othy.w i I I i a m s@ m ai l. wv u. e d u.
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Taming the Social Media Beast
As they increase their social medla presence,
universities need to protect themselves and
their students from inflammatory exchanges

Strd"rrt usage of social networking sites
like Facebook and Twitter is one reason
the lounders of those entities are now
worth billions of dollars. Perhaps more

at Clemson University.

need to protect themselves from potential

With proper authority, IT needs to

than any other demographic, adolescents
love social media and spend much

and in many cases, individuals are

dealing with the volume of information

of

will-

ever, one immediate challenge is

simply

their day interacting and sharing information, often including personal data.

ing and able to engage in inflammatory

generated. The Nielsen Company reports

exchanges that sometimes lead to

The sites have been wildly popular: Face-

ing and harassment. As a result, creating

that more than one million tweets are
sent out every hour. That's a lot of data.

book has more than 1 billion users, and
Twitter is nearing the 800 million mark.

a Facebook page where

Universities do not want-and cannot

these sites, many universities have used

communication channel for marketing
purposes. Universities' Facebook pages
and Twitter accounts can serve a variety

of purposes: extending themselves to
potential students,
publicizing extra-

curricular programs, outlining

various internal
operations, and
raising awareness
about various
events.

But such
interactions differ

from traditional
communications, where the conversation
was one way and

tightly controlled. With

social media, communication is a decidedly two-way give-and-take. The participants have much more control than the
school, and the tone can quickly change
and degenerate. This new dynamic places

universities in a precarious position,
one potentially leading to lawsuits and

liability.
2013

ulty lead, Social Media Listening Center

put monitoring tools in place. How-

this opportuniry to dabble in using this

Fail

into this

problems. For example, universities do
not control social media conversations,

With so many individuals using

22

As they extend themselves

new communication medium, schools
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bully-

this can happen

opens a college to a raft of potential legal

afford-to hire

liabilities.

the ever-growing array of social-media

lgnore at Your Own Peril

sites.

Ignoring that possibility is unwise. In
many cases, students rely on university

computing resources and networks to
spew their venom. At the very least,
schools appear to be willing conduits in

unhealthy exchanges. If problems arise,

third parties may

say academic

institu-

small armies to monitor

In response, approximately 100

different social-media management
solutions have emerged. These products

monitor social media updates, forum
posts, and blogs and then pinpoint
conversations related to specific schools,
teachers, or staff. The solutions,

with

pricing ranging from free to hundreds of
thousands of dollars, offer a wide range

tions must try to stop any bullying.
Currently, although clear laws lag
well behind the technology and uncer-

of functionality.
Where to Begin?

tainty reigns, cases are weaving their way
through the courts and ideally will deliver

As a starting point, universities can moni-

more clarity in the near term. As this

name, any mentions of their services,

area evolves, schools want to err on the

and any conversation about their faculty

side of caution and at least attempt to

quash any

hurtful

speech that arises

from

social channels.

tor

a few basic elements:

the use of their

and staff. At the low end of the market,
the management solutions, which often
are free, use kelnvord searches to collect

But this process is complex and

this information and then present it to

requires a number of steps. First, the uni-

the college for evaluation and possible

versity telecommunications department
needs to get approval from the highest

follow-up.

level to monitor these interactions.

"In

an academic environment, there is often

perception that schools should not be
monitoring any online conversations

Most universities want to do more
than simply aggregate the information,
because social media conversations often

"I'm

a

include a lot of inane chatter, such

because

going to meet Bill from the University
of North Carolina." Universities need to

it may inhibit free speech," stated

Jason Thatcher, associate professor, fac-

separate the idle chitchat

as

from the more

"Every student

disclosure of health information about

to have employees monitoring such

at the University of North Carolina hates

students, faculty, and employees. Once

interactions continuously.

Professor Jones."

schools open new forums, individuals

various monitoring tools, there will be

may post such information online. These

lag between when the data are posted and

management tool deletes the idle chatter

people may not be aware of the laws or

when the school takes it down. Would

and presents only the irnportant conver-

may simply choose to ignore them.

they be liable during that lag?

actionable blurbs, such

as,

The ncxt tlpe of social monitorirrg

with the
a

What can schools do after they

ln addition, individuals could (and

sations. These systems rely on sophisti-

Ever-r

cated data analytics to make distinctions

often do) post content that is contro-

take down offensive materials? Can an

among the various interactions. Or-rce the

versial, harassing, disrespectful, and not

academic institution discipline a student

school has a good idea about who said

tolerated ilr

what, it can determine how to respond.

Does the college have a legal responsibility to ren-rove confidential student or

In some

cases, monitorir-rg these

conversations proves to be benelicial. At

Clemson University, the Social Media
Listening Center has a number of social
media monitoring projects underway.

whose Facebook post arguably violates

a physical school setting.

the board's student code of conduct, or is

this speech protected by the First Amendment? Ideally, the school would outline

protected health inforn'ration posted on
its Facebook page? It would seem so.

its policies ar.rd potential discipline in its

student handbook. However, because this
area is new, some schools have not yet

Monitoring 24 / 7
The imrnediacy of socitrl media cre-

One involves trackir-rg Twitter conversa-

tions. "We have been able to find a lot of
useful information about what prospec-

developed policies.

ates additional challenges. Postings on

Another issue is where the student
logged in from. If the pupil accessed the

Facebook and other sites occur in real

time, but it does not seem reasonable

tive students are thinking during the
selection process and been able to engage

with them and answer their questions,"
said Clemson's Thatcher.
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with

members

in

alt

50

states.

MiCTA

Produces and publishes

collaborativeRFPs geoerartng agreements that are made available to
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network from the library or his dorm,
then the university would seem to have
standing, since the student is relying on
school resources. However, what if the

student logged in from a local Wi-Fi hot
spot? If the student lived off campus, that
may create additional nuances. Are offcampus activities still under the purview

being routed to contact centers.

to separate chitchat lrom more important
blurbs, such as student rant.

What's in the Marketplace?

synthesizes the

interactions. Currently, they find a range
of capabilities coming from a mishmash
ofvendors, ranging from industry Ieaders
Some schools want simple tools that
provide a quick snapshot about who is
using their name,

mentioning their
services, or talking
about their staff.
Such solutions,

which are often
free, rely on key-

word searches to
collect and list
that information.
For instance,

Addictomatic,
com functions like a news feed: It search_
websites for the latest news, blog posts,

es

videos, or images centered on a company
and presents that information.

Twazzup is a real_time news platform
that filters out relevant news from Twit_
ter exchanges. The system outlines how

many mentions a college receives com_
pared to its competitors.
Social Mention is a social media
search-and-analysis platform that tracks
and measures what people say about a
college, its faculty, and its employees. The

solution monitors more than 100 social
media sites, including Twitter, Facebook,
FriendFeed, youTi:be, Digg, and Google+.
More sophisticated systems do more
than simply aggregate the online chatter.
"During football season, the number
of mentions about the school increases
ACUTA Journat

information; and presents

reports that outline how a school is being
portrayed online.

One product that offers such
functionality is Cisco Systems Inc.'s
SocialMiner. This collaborative tool
enables schools to see what adolescents
are saying on such sites as Facebook and

Twitter,

as well as blogs and other online
networking environments. The college
then determines how to respond to those

comments.

Spredfast, which costs from $1,000 to
$2,500 per month, is a social media man-

In March 2011, Salesforce.com
bought Radian6 for $326 million. Since

agement system that works with Twitter,

the company was founded in 2006, its
products have been used by more than

Facebook, Google+, Linkedln, pinterest,
YouTube, blogs, SlideShare, and Flickr.

to startups.

2013

com's Radian6 to filter its social media
traffrc. The sophisticated solutions use
various algorithms and analytic functions

of the school?

searching for tools to monitor those

Fail

how they will interact with social media
content. Increasingly, such exchanges are

Dow fones Insight collects print,
online, and even video conversations;

As individuals voice their opinions on
social media sites, universities have begun

24

dramatically,' noted Jason Thatcher at
Clemson, which relies on Salesforce.

Sysomos developed two social media

monitoring tools. MAP is

a data

analltics

solution designed to help schools understand what is being said about them
on social media. Heartbeat is a real-time
monitoring solution that enables schools
to respond quickly to social media firestorms.

Sprout Social manages up to 10
school profiles. Its "Web alerts" feature
monitors school mentions from social
as well as others sources, such as

media

blogs and online news sites.

Trackur scans web pages, including
news, blogs, video, images, and forums;
tags social media content as positive, neutral, or negative; and presents executives

with various reports.
uberVU delivers monitoring, engagement, collaboration, and reporting functions in a single dashboard. The product
illustrates insights, detects influencer
mentions, outlines trending stories, and
suggests engaging content to post.

The Viralheat platform compares
search profiles or relevant terms across

the Web and social media so schools can

track their own social buzz (positive and
negative comments) and compare it to

their competitors. For as little as $50 per
month, schools can monitor interactions
on a couple of social media siles.
A growing number of schools are putting new processes in place that outline

half of the Fortune 100, including Dell
Inc., General Electric Co., and United
Parcel Service of America Inc. The Radian6 solution is being integrated into

Salesforce.comt CRM line.

Following suit, competitor Oracle
Corp. purchased Collective Intellect in
lrne 2012. Collective Intellect offers webbased, automated, real-time text mining
and analytics software, so companies can
identi$, emerging consumer thoughts

about their brands. That product is being
incorporated into Oracle's contact center
solutions.
Schools need tools to monitor social
networking conservations. Not only are
such solutions emerging; they are also

becoming more sophisticated, enabling
colleges to monitor and respond to such
comments appropriately.
Gonclusion

The social media craze has created new

opportunities for universities. A_1ong
with those possibilities have come new
challenges. At the moment, ambiguity
reigns in terms of their legal liability. But

to protect themselves against possible
lawsuits, schools need to take a proactive
stand in monitoring social media.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer
who specializes in communications issues. He has been writing about technology for more than two decades, is based
in Sudbury, Massachusetts, and can be
reach ed at pau I ko rze n@ao l. co m.
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Technology to Gomply with Glery Act
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UNH alert system pings everyone within
a geo-fence
Er..yor,.

likes something extra. The

across maps, drawing boxes, and

trying

The law was amended

in

1992

to ensure that they have included all

require that schools afford the victims

tification system that not only complies

the points that require notification. The

of campus sexual assault certain basic

with Clery Act requirements, but also
gives them an opportunity to generate
revenue for the school.

system soon

Best of all, says Bruce

Hasford,

have a

drop-down menu

rights and was amended again in 1998 to

that will allow dispatch to click on pre-

expand reporting requirements. The 1998

determined geo-fence areas and include

amendments also formally named the law

them in an alert or notification.

at the University of New Hampshire,

local sandboxes that include Old Main,

in memory of feanne Clery. Subsequent
amendments in 2000 and 2008 added
provisions dealing with registered sex of-

Durham, "We don't have to maintain

the bookstore area, and South campus,

fender notification and campus emer-

anything with it." The vendor does all

sometimes an emergency warning covers

gency response. The 2008 amendments

hardware updates and software patches.

multiple areas that were not preprogrammed. In this case, a new geo-fence

victims, "whistleblowers," and others from

alerts. Ping4 will wake up a smartphone

must be defined on the fly. A Google

retaliation.

and send photos or videos to alert users

Maps-style interface allows an approved

of incidents or of other events happening

user to use a mouse or a light pencil to

universities to:

on campus, according to Michael Welts,

define a new area.

1.

as-

sociate director of enterprise computing

UNH

While the tlpical college might have

uses a system called Ping4

senior vice president at the company.

The UNH public-safety notification

also added a provision to protect crime

The Clery Act requires colleges and
Publish an ASR by October

1,

docu-

menting three calendar years of select

Patent-pending technology draws a

system delivers expected securiry features,

geo-fence around any size area and alerts

but it

anyone with the app downloaded. The

alerts are emergencies. The school lever-

on the basic rights guaranteed victims

its security investment for everyday

of sexual assault. The law requires that

app-which

is free to

users-pays for

ages

goes

beyond public safety. Not all

campus crime statistics, including security

policies and procedures and information

itself by licensing and revenue sharing

uss5-5g6h

with the user. It was launched in New
Hampshire in March 2012 with the Man-

campus bookstore or updates on concert

current students and employees, and pro-

ticket sales. But emergency compliance is

spective students and employees must be

chester police department.

the bedrock requirement.

notified of its existence and given

Today, the school has access to a
secure

portal that allows security or IT to

draw geo-fences-known colloquially

as

sandboxes-around areas of the campus.
"You can paint a square around the state,
the city of Durham, the entire universiry
or even

a

building within our campusi'

in Manchester, Great Bay, and

emergency platforms in place that protect
students and faculty. The rub is how to
reach

visitors-alumni, sports teams-

who are not in the campus database.

landmark federal law, originally known
a

the areas," Haslord says. That would
cause many people to get irrelevant alerts.

On the other hand, if campus security
dispatchers cannot waste time scrolling

Like other colleges, UNH has several

Statistics Act (20 USC S 1092(f)) is the

want to draw a big square around all of

multiple sites,

Gomply with the Glery Act

pus Security Policy and Campus Crime

human resources office in Lee, "You don't

needs to send an alert to

promotions at the

The |eanne Clery Disclosure of Cam-

Hasford says.
UNH, like many other colleges, has
several locations: the main Durham site,
a satellite

as sales

as

the Campus Security Act, that requires

colleges and universities to disclose

information about crime on and around
their campuses. Tied to an institution's
participation in federal student aid programs, the law applies to most higher ed

Contributing Editor

to

University of New Hampshire has a no-

will

by Curt Harler

schools make the report available to all

a

copy

upon request. Schools may comply with
this requirement via the Internet if required recipients are notified and provided

with exact information regarding the online location ofthe report. Paper copies of
the ASR should be available upon request.
A-11

crime statistics must be provided to the

U.S. Department of Education.

2.

Have a public crime log. Institutions

with

a

police or security department are

required to maintain a public crime log
documenting the "nature, date, time, and
general location of each crime" and its

disposition, if known. Incidents must be
entered into the log within two business
days. The log should be accessible to the

institutions, both public and private.
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erate an annual fire report and maintain

not

be made available within two business days

a lire log that is accessible to the public.

want our public to have several options."

upon request.

7.

3.

handle reports of missing students. This

Disclose crime statistics for incidents

requirement is intended to minimize

public areas immediately adjacent to

delays and confusion

or running through the campus, and at

stages

student can send a photo back to

police-

of a bike thief or a license plate on

tion. lnstitutions must designate one or

say

Greek housing and remote classrooms. The

more positions or organizations to which

fleeing car.

statistics must be gathered from campus

reports of a student living in on-campus

Users signed up

police or security, local law enforcement,

housing can be filed if it's believed that

and other school officials who have "signifi-

student has been missing for 24 hours.

tions when they move inside another

The challenge for campus security

a

in one community
notifica-

will automatically

get emergency

geo-fence. Getting the outsiders involved

activities."

and IT is how to reach members of the

4.

university community who are on cam-

is key. At UNH athletic events, visilors can
win T-shirts for signing up. UNH housing

pus on a regular basis as well as outsiders.

makes e-mail blasts with the information

to students and employees. Institutions

How does one reach someone who may

in it. Chief Dean used the example of

must provide timely warnings in a manner

be on campus

Issue timely warnings about Clery Act

for only eight or 24 hours?
Anyone with the app on his or her

Iikely to reach all members of the campus

UMass student who comes to

a

UNH for

a

hockey game. Inside UNH's catchment,

community. There are differences be-

phone who is within a defined area will

the student gets UNH alerts. Outside the

tween a timely warning and an emergency

be

UNH geo-fence, he is not bothered. Back

place to safeguard students and campus

notified via an attention-getting audio
alert. Jamie Heitmiller, Ping4 director
of sales for education, says the system

employees.

can warn of dangerous storms or other

put up

5. Devise an emergency response, notification, and testing policy. Institutions are
required to inform the campus community

natural disasters, provide emergency

everyone inside the fence.

notification; however, both systems are in

about

a

"significant emergency or dan-

gerous situation involving an immediate

threat to the health or safety of students or
employees occurring on the campus." An
emergency response expands the definition
of timely warningasit includes both Clery

Act crimes and other types of emergencies
(i.e., a fire or infectious disease outbreak).
Colleges and universities with and

without

on-campus residential facilities must have
emergency response and evacuation procedures in place. Institutions are mandated

to disclose a summary of these procedures
in their ASR. Additionally, compliance
requires one test of the emergency response
procedures annually and policies for pub-

licizing those procedures in conjunction
with the annual test.

6.

Compile and report fire data to the
federal government and publish an annual

2013

izedto a single dorm. Since it o{fers full
rich media, a photo, drawing, or video of
a suspect can be attached to the alert. Or a

certain noncampus facilities, including

crimes that pose a serious or ongoing threat

Fal

during the initial

of a missing-student investiga-

a

The alert can be campuswide or local-

Enact policies and procedures to

that occur on campus, in unobstructed

cant responsibility for student and campus

26

catch-all. I believe in redundancy. I

remain open for 60 days and, subsequently,

communications, help locate missing

a geo-fence,

you can get an alert to

Both Chief Dean and Hasf ord emChief Dean says he likes the fact that the

Noncriminal Alerts
Most emergencies do not involve criminal activity. Many times a school needs
to broadcast non-life-threatening safety
alerts. "Cancellation of classes, road clo-

impor-

tant messages, such as parking availability
during high-profile events, can easily be
handled through the same notification
system," security consultant Nick Halias

points out.
A system like Ping4 is not a cure-all.
Chief Dean merged it with his existing

which underscores that the
new technology will not displace other
RSS feed,

technology on campus. In fact, given
today's smartphone penetration statistics,

it cannot ensure complete Clery Act com-

UNH cannot
rely 100 percent on Ping4, since only 58
pliance. Chief Dean says

fire-safety report. Similar to the ASR and
the current crime 1og, institutions with

percent of the campus population have

on-campus housing must report fires that
occur in on-campus housing and must gen-

Act, I need to reach 100 percent ofthe
people," Chief Dean says. "One system is

ACUTA Journat

again would get UMass alerts. Once you

phasize the privacy aspect of the system.

persons) and more.

sures, power outages, and other

home at the UMass campus, the student

smartphones. "To comply with the Clery

app lives in the background and does not

require people to give out their cell phone
number or e-mail address.
Students and staff self-select to receive

different kinds of alerts. For example, a
sports-phobic person might not choose
alerts about game ticket availability. But

almost everyone might avail themselves
of announcements about parking lot
crowding, free pizza, or criminal activity.
However,

if a user signs up for a business

deal, pubiic safety automatically is added.

UNH

uses the app to send out

pro-

motions or alerts for the computer store,

housing-even the current menu specials
in the dining halis. "I get NOAA fweatherl notices. I get merchant messages and
restaurant specials. It knows where I am,"
Hasf ord says.'And you can turn it off

if

you don't want alerts." The community

information may be what keeps the app
on the students'smartphones, but for
UNH, it is the public-safety benelits,

including Clery compliance, that are

Community lnvolvement

Davis started looking for a small-volume,

invaluable.

Of course, getting the current campus
population involved was a vital part of

limited-device program but ramped up to

Given that cell phones are ubiquitous

an extremely high-volume and numerous-

and smartphones so popular, the system

the strategy. In addition to stickers and

device project. The college wanted a

makes sense. Heitmiller says that 52

signs scattered around campus, in-com-

off-site, hosted, redundant, and highly flex-

percent of the university population cur-

ing students get pinged by housing and

ible emergency notification system, capable

rently carries a smartphone. By 2016, that

admissions by email to alert them to get

figure is projected to climb to 90 percent.

the free app and download it.
Ping4 is a software as a service of[er-

of contacting the entire campus community
within minutes via multiple devices.
Not long after W.A.R.N. was imple-

ing, not a platform. It is supported by a

mented, the emergency management group

Simple Technology
The IT department at a college does not
have to do much to get the system up and

running. "Everything is hosted at a data
center," says Ernie Makris, director

of

software engineering for the firm. "There

for the campus to run locally''
Minimal setup is required-mainly

is nothing

promoting the system to the campus
community. As part of the initial setup,
specific sounds or Web pages can be used

to personalize the college's system. Al1
of the off-site servers are redundant and
fault tolerant.
Chief Dean adds that he is impressed

with the vendor service. "It is very refreshing in todayt business world to find
that has a home-town feel,"
he says. "They are always asking how they
a company

can make the system better and are quick
Hasf ord says there were some growas

the college and the vendor

got the system

offthe ground. UNH

was found

two-for-one pizzas and. the college. With
the SaaS comes a full marketing program
that the college can roll out as it sees fit.

chemicals in his dorm room. Four hundred

"Campus law enforcement/security

or

students were immediately evacuated, and
the local bomb squad (as well as state and
federal agencies) responded. Fifty-three

thousand messages were launched and
received in less than nine minutes.

with the mandates of the CleryAct, it
must develop a coordinated effort from

Network. It allows security to send alerts and

A second system, from Cooper Industries, is called the Roam Secure Alert

instructions to unlimited communication

key stakeholders. Those other divisions

devices simultaneously and from a single

should include residential life, judicial

Web page.

affairs, athletics, admissions, and human

party information sources such as the CDC,

resources.

National Weather Service, Department of

Halias says that many colleges and

universities are now convening "CleryAct
Compliance Oversight Committees" that
ance

throughout the calendar year.

What Else ls Oul there?
are available. One, from W.A.R.N.

It automates alerts from third

Homeland Security, breaking news stations,
and monitoring services.

When the stakes are high, having a reli
able way to alert everyone who

affected is absolutely critical.

might be

If it

is esy to

configure and maintain and generates revenue, in addition to providing security, that

of

Gallatin, Tennessee (http://warncal1ing.

modification. However, Hasford em-

com/), was first deployed at the University of California-Davis and, more

to

with unknown and suspicious

qpically be responsible for the gathering of statistics," Halias says. But in order
for an institution to successfirlly comply

phasizes that the company was eager

improve and responsive to requests.

will

At least two other similar systems

worked with the company as a startup,
so some things required adjustment

was able to instantly react when a student

merchants who might buy space to ofler

meet on a regular basis to ensure compli-

to respond to questions."
ing pains

combination of revenue sharing from the

and the offrce of the dean of students

defining those geo-fenced areas and

fully

recently, at four other UC campuses. UC-

makes it even more appealing.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer who has contributed an article to each issue olfheACUTA
Journal since it began 67 issues ago. He can
be reached at cutt@cuftharler.com.
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Emerging Technology Trends on Campus
How does the campus network need to grow in
order to meet u nprecedented demand?
&.

of th" most pressing issues institu-

To address these challenges, colleges and

enabling both public safety and cellular

tions of higher learning face is not what's

universities must install multipurpose

services

going on inside the classroom or even

networks that are easy to deploy and

the overall decline in federal and private

manage. These multipurpose networks

multi-million dollar projects,

funding. A critical issue is how colleges

must be flexible and scalable to ac-

challenge for colleges and universities.

and universities are prepared to manage

commodate growth and change. And,

Campus IT departments hope to be able

the ever-increasing demands on their

they must lower costs, through CAPEX

to shift the burden of cost to wireless

communications technology infrastruc-

or OPEX efficiencies, or through the

operators, which allows them to fund

ture. Is the campus not only equipped for

creation of new revenue stream oppor-

other critical improvements to infrastruc-

tunities.

ture. Operators tend to be more focused

today, but also prepared to handle any-

thing that might come tomorrow-from

One way to solve cellular communi-

with the same infrastructure.

Funding DAS implementations, often
is a key

on servicing the high-traffic places on

move-in day, to the interactive lecture, to

cations problems has been to employ a

campus where capacity is a problem, such

game day, to total campus shutdown in

"spray and pray" approach

as

the event of a crisis?

antenna at the highest point, and hope

dorm or library

for the best. However, today customers

pitals are more likely to receive funding

pushed to their limits in higher educa-

upload more content than they down-

for DAS deployments-either through

tion. Students, who tend to be on the

load, and the bulk of cellular traffic oc-

the carriers or university-as physicians

bleeding edge of technology, carry

curs indoors, so macro networks cannot

and clinicians now rely on smartphones

full arsenal ofwireless devices and use

efficiently service users in high-density

and tablets to deliver patient care, in ad-

increasing amounts of bandwidth.

areas. Given the tremendous increase in

dition to pagers and security and ground

it is necessary to build networks
from the "inside-out" to compliment the

staff communications via private 2-way

macro network approach of "outside-in."

rooms, and offices remains problematic.

One Solution: DAS

DAS Alone May Not Be

Distributed antenna system (DAS)
networks offer one solution for over-

The DAS may not be enough to satisf|

burdened cellular networks. DASs address

on game day, the University of Tennessee

two critical

attracts more than 100,000 fans to Ney-

Communications environments are

a

Teachers leverage communicatjons

technology within the classroom

usage,

as

they

embrace new technology-based methods.

University and academic requirements
call for increased use of cloud-based net-

works for storage and parallel processing
applications. Ensuring public safety and
the ability to communicate effectively

with university personnel, students, visitors, and public safety officials in the case
of an emergency has never been more
challenging.
The net effect is that the wired and
wireless networks that facilitate all

of

these services and applications are reachin

g-and

exceedin

-

put up an

g-capacity.

issues: DAS brings coverage

stadiums and arenas, rather than on
access.

Additionally hos-

radios. Finding funding for dorms, class-

Sullicient

the capacity requirements. For example,

indoors where the outdoor macro, traditional ceIl sites, cannot reach or penetrate. More importantly, DAS addresses
capacity. It brings capacity relief to the

land Stadium. Demand for capacity for

macro network to allow more users in the

full-bar signal strength but being unable

macro environment to enjoy all the social
networking, video streaming, and access

to upload a photo to, sa5 Facebook.

to cloud-based storage that anyone could

an important campus asset: unlicensed

that number ofpeople can strain carri-

ers'radio

access

network, which manifests

itself on the user's handset as showing

That's when carriers seek to leverage

Demand ls Up, Funding !s Down

want. Indoor users benefit from having

spectrum on the university's Wi-Fi

The challenges schools face today are not

dedicated capacity and quality service

network. Like DAS, Wi-Fi helps augment

Like DAS, Wi-Fi technology is not
new. But unlike DAS, Wi-Fi uses unli-

Using a security gateway, traffic for each

the continued emergence of fiber, radio

carrier is authenticated and routed to the

censed spectrum. Recent protocols enable

carriers'own backhaul pipe. Quality of

frequency (RF) and Internet protocol
(IP) will converge onto a single, digital

wireless data networks to be more robust.

experience for the user is ensured because

Still, Wi-Fi does not possess the band-

the network is no longer constrained by

architecture. The platform will enable
plug-in and support for cellular and

width and throughput of wired networks.
Campus IT departments must move
access point (AP) locations or add ad-

the ISP's bandwidth, which is suf&cient

public-safety communications, Wi-Fi

for everyday use but not for the volume

services, and other applications such as

of game day. The system tracks and

RFID, building automation, security, and

ditional APs to deliver services as capacity
requirements continually change and

charges each carrier for only the amount

more. We predict this infrastructure to

of traffic that accessed the public net-

similarly enable fiber-to-the-desktop.

increase. Physically shifting infrastructure

work.

adds to costs.

Solutions lor Fiber Exhaustion

Realistically, there are no silver-bullet

solutions to wireless communications
challenges. Today's "toolkit" offers DAS
and Wi-Fi and

will soon include smallWi-Fi

cell technology. Small cells, akin to

AR are a local base station but differ by
using cellular standards. User requirements, vis-i-vis capacity throughput, are

driving changes that will occur to technology infrastructure, and this will have
a

Ultimately, these next-generation
networks will be smarter and more flex-

profound impact on funding, tracking,

Gigabit Ethernet fiber multiplexing
solutions will increasingly be deployed
to solve fiber exhaustion. Demand for

throughput is being driven by the explosion in Wi-Fi-enabled mobile devices and
the emergence of bandwidth-intensive
cloud-based services, social networking,
advanced collaboration, and medical

applications. Data throughput and speed
are typically constrained by the

point-

ible. They'll handle increased data, enable

better use of network resources, and scale

capaciry-up or down

based on use and

need during peak and off-peak times.

At the core will be intelligent backhaul
to centralize network management and
lower operational expenditures. This will
be essential for higher ed campuses.
How Long Will This Take?
Some of these trends may reach

fruition

by year's end; others, currently under

and monetizing such investments.

to-point fiber-optic links that connect
campus buildings. Fiber multiplexing

Emerging Trends: Gonvergence and

solutions use wavelength divisional

one really knows what a good, balanced

Fiber Networks

technologies to channelize fiber strands,

network looks like. We expect to see new

Networks are evolving to handle more

increasing the capacity of existing fiber

technology trends develop at a rate of

deployments without the need to install

at least one new trend every tvvo years,

continue to change rapidly-demand

or lease costly new fiber strands. As an

as

on the infrastructure depends on it. Two

example, a single strand of fiber can de-

key trends in campus technology include

liver multiple wavelength channels, each

convergence and fiber netlvorks.

running symmetrically at lGbps up and

only grow as they continue to struggle

down stream. This represents significant

with disparate netvvorks they don't con-

CAPEX and OPEX savings.

trol and unlicensed frequencies they can-

data faster and more perfectly. They

will

Increasingly DAS networks will be
called upon to support both cellular
and public-safety services. The fledgling

Although copper cabling (CAT 5 and

development, are several years away. No

demand-and solutions to meet demand-conti nue to evolve.
The problems facing higher ed will

not maximize or that do not have a clear

in-building public-safety market of today

6) has long been the standard, over time,

ROI. The urgent need to provide clear

is similar to the early days of neutral-

the industry will shift to a fiber infra-

communication for public safety and the

host cellular DAS, when building owners

exponential growth of the demand for

insisted on a single platform, as opposed

structure to meet throughput requirements. Put simply, today's copper may

to having three systems installed by three

not be high enough quality to support

will need to be consolidated offerings

lGE speeds. Further, the physical medi-

bringing multiple networks together.

um of copper is unable to support higher

They can be monetized and must provide

different shareh olders.
Similarly, offloading traffic to Wi-Fi

capacity means that technology solutions

networks will resemble the neutral-host

data rates

DAS model whereby multiple wireless

is physically smaller and lighter than cop-

unfettered access for students, employees,
safety personnel, and the general public.

carriers can share the costs of participation in a carrier-grade network able to

per, and is easily installed by technicians.

To be sure, the years ahead are certainly

Most importantly, fiber delivers almost
unlimited room for future bandwidth

going to be interesting.

deliver a consistent user experience for
their customers. This technology, ideallysuited for large stadium deployments
that face a capacity crunch on game day,
diverts data traffic to the Wi-Fi network.

of

10 GE. Fiber infrastructure

expansion.
Lastly, DAS

Ken Sandfeld is vice president at S}L|D.
Visit their website at www.SjLiD.com

will go digital. Following

the trends of convergence of services and
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OARnet and 0hi0's 100 Gbps Broadband Pipeline

!nnovative technology increases the speed of the
state's research and education network from 10 to
100 Gbps

Ihe University of Cincinnati

and Proc-

tor & Gamble Company were among the

connectivity and increased bandwidth

OARnet. "While a few states have limited

led to the lease of dark fiber to create

vited by Ohio Governor John Kasich and
former Ohio Board of Regents Chancel-

deployment of 100 Gbps, no other state

highly scalable, fiber-optic infrastructure,

has as far reaching a network at these

launched in November 2004. The new

lor |im Petro to participate in a statewide
unveiling of OARnet's ultra-high-speed
fiber-optic network backbone upgrades
in December 2012.

speeds, benefiting as many sectors. The

network was referred to as the Third

in-

Ohio invested approximately $13

million to harness innovative technology
that "opens the faucet" of Ohio's current
1,850 miles of broadband fiber, increas-

and education network from 10

to

100

Gigabits per second (Gbps). The tenfold
upgrade in data transmission for the

network system, operated by the Ohio
Academic Resources Network (OARnet,)

will promote

research and job growth

across Ohio's medical research, higher

education, manufacturing, engineering,
and technology networking corridors.

"The increased bandwidth offered by
the 100 Gig capability will allow universities like UC, with large academic medical centers, to transfer large amounts

of data-medical imaging for exam-

ple-much more quickly,"

said Nelson
Vincent, vice president for information

technology and CIO at the University of

Cincinnati.
The 100 Gig network connects Ohio's
major metropolitan areas to northern
and southern connection points of Internet2, a nationwide advanced network-

ing consortium led by the research and
education community.

"Ohio has long been

a leader

in its

broadband fiber network and speeds,"
2013
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100 Gig network is already making

Ohio

a

Frontier Network and, later, OSCnet,

even more attractive to medical research,

both for

manufacturing, engineering, and other

as the

technology sectors."

Supercomputer Center. This forward-

As a division of the Ohio Board

a

period when OARnet operated

networking division of the Ohio

thinking investment in dark fiber laid the

The Evolution ol 0ARnel

Regents

ing the speed ofthe state's research

Fail

university researchers for statewide

the Ohio Supercomputer Center and

several universities and businesses

30

of

said Pankaj Shah, executive director

of

Ohio Technology Consortium,

OARnet serves Ohio's education, health
care, public broadcasting, and govern-

ment communities. OARnet delivers
technology-based solutions that reduce

productivity and improve
customer service-and has done so for
costs, increase

more than 25 years.
The Ohio Board of Regents created

OARnet in 1987 through legislation by
the Ohio General Assembly (O.R.C., sec-

tion 53333.04(V)). Originally, OARnet
was founded to provide Ohio researchers
and academics online access to the com-

puting resources of the Ohio Supercomputer Center, established in Columbus
the same year. The initial connection ran
between Case Western Reserve University
and John Carroll University. Pre-Internet

architectural framework for the 100 Gbps
upgrade eight years later.

In 2011, OARnet's operating structure
changed with Chancellor Petro's creation

of the Ohio Technology Consortium.
The five-member consortium, called OHTECH, includes the Ohio Supercomputer
Center, eStudent Services, OhioLINK,
OARnet, and the still-in-development

& Innovation Center.
"IOH-TECH enables] those organizations to concentrate on their core mission
Research

and to save state resources through
shared services, infrastructure, and

consolidated operations and command,"
according to the Addendum to Directive

20tI-023.
Ultimately, the consortium leverages the

existing strengths of each

organization to deliver next-generation
technologies and world-class expertise,

connectivity to the NSFnet was completed in 1988, with a reinforcement of the

thereby providing Ohioans with a strong

initial installation. At that time, TCP-IP
format became the dominant protocol.

and discovery.

The first business use of the backbone

occurred in 1991, as OARnet provided
early Internet service before it became
a

commercial product. Exponentially

increasing demand from college and

foundation for education, innovation,
"Today OARnet is recognized as the
United States' most advanced nationwide
research and education network. Its

driving principles are to increase

access

to affordable broadband service, reduce

the cost oftechnology through aggregate
purchasing on behalf of its members and

Figure 1. 1ARnet Backbone and Connectecl Clients

clients, and maximize shared-services

opportunities.
A Backbone lor the State
The network continues to be OARnet's
flagship seryice. Ohio, to date, has more
fiber optic broadband installed per
capita than any other state in the nation.
Because

it offers more than 1,850 miles

fiber-optic backbone, the costs for lastmile access are lower.
The backbone design features a series

of six network rings, which ensure redundancy. (See Figures 1 and 2.) A majority

of the network also includes 100 Gbps
capacity; the OARnet 100 Gbps network
backbone connects Columbus, Cleveland,

Akron, Youngstown, Dayton, Cincinnati,
Wooster, Portsmouth and Athens to Internet2's international 100 Gbps network

backbone at data hubs in Cleveland and
Cincinnati.
Through the Ohio Middle Mile Consortium partners Com Net, Inc., Horizon

!lt5.JEdu..n+ii.a.iirar}F!:

**thar!.f:rari,
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Telcom, OneCommunity and OARnet

formed a public-private partnership to

networks on separate lambdas to trans

create a comprehensive statewide plan

port up to 100-gigabit Ethernet speeds.

level of granularity in routing that was

The network uses MPLS to allow

a

to expand broadband infrastructure to

The transport technology Dense Wave-

previously unavailable. By using MPLS in

the underserved and unserved areas of

length Division Multiplexing (DWDM)

the core, packets are routed to their cor-

the state. This plan focuses on commu-

with ITU Grid frequencies,

rect destinations.

nity anchor institutions such

as schools,

well

as

ITU G.709 transport protocol specifica-

hospitals, public safety and local govern-

tion, serves

ments to ensure the development of an

network.

affordable and sustainable broadband

as

as

the core technology for the

government members.

At the transport layer, the network

program. Together, this consorti um

is based on the Cisco ONS 15454 MSTP

adds 3,634 miles of broadband services

multiservice transport platforms. With

lo rural and underserved communities
throughout the state.

the 40-SMR2-C card, the network pro-

OARnet's in-state reach is augmented

vides multi-degree switching capabilities
at the individual wavelength

1eve1.

Mesh

by partnerships with other Regional Op-

and

tical Networks. Michigan's Merit research

now be deployed using the complete

and education network, the Pittsburgh

Supercomputing Center and Chicago's

flexibility of service routing at all nodes
in the network. At the network layer,

research collaboration network OmniPoP

OARnet employs luniper M and MX

are also in the loop.

series backbone routers.

OARnet's backbone utilizes 31 Points

of Presence and 1 6 Regen sites for further

Bandwidth and utilization statistics
are available online to all academic and

multi-ring network topologies

can

Although "IP everlwhere" is the

Benelits ol 100 Gig

At

100 Gbps, Ohio's statewide broadband

speeds far exceed the rest

ofthe nation.

How fast is 100 Gbps? Consider the fo1lowing:

.

It allows a data e<luivalent of 80
miilion fiie cabinets fil1ed with text to be
transferred daily;

.

Every one of Ohio's 1.B million

enrolled K-12 students could download
an eBook simultaneously in just over two
minutes;

.

300,000 X-rays could be transmitted

netrvork interconnectivity and optimum

expectation for networks, the OARnet
network can transport alternate network

in one minute; and

long-distance transmission. Support

protocols, such as SANS and native

capability provides for 40 independent

HDTV.

could be transmilted in a minute.

.

8.5

million electronic medical records
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working in conjunction with private
sector interests can affect the local com-

re-architecting the campus network. This
will enable the university's network in-

in Internet speeds for Ohio's uni-

munity and region by providing valuable
resources and information spurring

frastructure to support research activities
involving large science data flows. The

versities and hospitals. Ohio's economic

and supporting economic development.

plan includes an upgrade to the campus

future is dependent on the creation of
high-tech environments supporting next-

The University of Cincinnati Research
Institute melds university expertise with
industry partners effectively facilitat-

connection into Ohio's new 100 GbPs

ing commercialization of cutting-edge

backbone.

Governor Kasich's announcement
in the 2012 State ofthe State address
outlined his intentions for a dramatic increase

generation business applications.

"[100 Gigabits per second]

is

the

Improving the campus network
infrastructure will enable the university

"The University of Cincinnati has

amounts of data, videos, file transfers-

to formulate new approaches to research

number of key partners locally and

the kinds of things that can be used at

a

great distances to communicate back

across the state," said

and forth with people who are engaged

president for research at the University

vide an integrated framework for people,

in anything from the development of

of Cincinnati. "We've recently launched

instruments, and tools to address com-

businesses to the practice of medicine,"

the University of Cincinnati Research

plex problems and conduct

Institute (ucRI)

plinary research that requires the sharing

Kasich said in his address.

"It

is of

unlim-

to better connect our

The power of the enhanced network

Commitment to Growth

Attracting new employers with access
to the research network, including 90
four-year and two-year colleges and universities, highlights Ohio's commitment
The research and economic interests
of Ohio and the drive to entice and retain
businesses are enhanced by offering

sector-with clear research

creates

opportunities for widespread use

lutionize every science and engineering

opportunities for our students."

discipline,

a comprehensive

as

cyber-infrastructure

well as education.

"Computing power, data volumes,

ing, and medical concerns combine

software, and network capabilities are all

UCRI's relevant research with entrepre-

on exponential growth paths. Establish-

neurial opportunities in a framework

ing an advanced computer networking

that is positioned to take full advantage

architecture will enable highly diverse,

multidisciplinary collaborations and

100 Gbps upgrade.

will make UC

criti-

a

cal partner in Ohio's role as

a

gies to address complex, grand challenge

problems," said Mark Faulkner, senior

of

associate vice president University

Cincinnati Information Technologies and
Ohio Board of Regents CIO Advisory

tremendous opportunity for
UC and for our partners in the
Greater Cincinnati area. We're

grateful to be a part of it."
Supporting the Future ol
Research at UG

Board member.
Kevin W. Shaffer is documentation specialist in infrastructure management for
UC lT Network and Telecom m u n ications
Services at the University of Cincinnati.
He can be reached at shaffekn@umail.

uc.edu.
Susan Mantey is communications manager at the 0hio Technology Consoftium.

its existing wide area network

Additional information regarding 1ARnet,
the 100 Gbps upgrade and other related
information can be accessed at www.
oar.net. Additional information on the
University of Cincinnati can be found at

metropolitan optical ring and

www.uc.edu.

UC, a premier research
university, will establish
Science

00 Gbps Link

enabled by new and emerging technolo-

velopment," said UC's Vincent,

Ohio Board of Regents CIO
Advisory Board. "This is a

100 Gbps Site

partnerships to grow dramatically, greatly

leader in innovation and de-

who also serves as a member

ACUTA Journat

and transfer of large data sets. The plan

ization and enhance experiential learning

search activity and

2oi3

multidisci

framework that has the potential to revo-

the potential to spark economic and re-

1

pro-

UCRI's efflorts to facilitate commercial-

"This technological advancement has

Universities and government agencies

also

of

ofthe recent

needs-access to the 100 Gbps netlvork.

will
of

will

surely expand the impact and success

Advanced manufacturing, engineer-

to growth.

the private

and education. The effort

William Ball, vice

experts to industry partners such as P&G.

ited potential for the State of Ohio."

Fa[

tion to Internet2's nationwide 100 Gbps

research.

real thing, where we can send amazing
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statewide backbone and the connec-

a

DMZ by leveraging

o
o
o
a
o

lowa State Moves Voice Gommunications
to the CIoud

:
O
Angeta Bradley
'O by
lowa State
O University

10,000 Iines in 10 weeks? We Did lt.

Beginning in May 2013, Iowa State Uni-

hundreds of"soft" lines that handle the

the technical evaluation process and the

versity migrated 10,000 lines in just 10

overflow calls to automated answering

overall cost was low when compared to

services and call centers, making opera-

cloud communications service. Along the

tions, support, and maintenance very

other compliant bidders. The reduction
in system maintenance costs, Iower price

way, we learned the value of collaborative

time-consuming for campus IT staff and

for telephones, and decrease in trunking

teamwork, constant internal and external

very expensive for vendor support.

expenses, combined

weeks

from

a premised-based PBX

to a

We've been working for several years

communication, and sheer determina-

with the solution

features and reduced support require-

tion. Here is our story along with some

to find the best option to replace this

ments, are creating an estimated $600,000

best practices developed along the way.

system, and cloud-based communica-

savings annually for the university.
Some new features that users are

tions are a cost-effective alternative to

Ghallenges
Any higher education practitioner is

familiar with the need for changes in
the way our institutions operate to
adjust to the changes of our constitu-

traditional voice phone systems. We
decided to look at cloud-based solu-

Iooking forward to include the following:

tions to minimize capital investments in

can make and receive calls from one

hardware that quickly becomes obsolete,

number on any device;

to increase system reliability through
geographic redundancy, to provide more

ents, technology platforms, pedagogy,

globalization, and funding models. The
way educational and research missions
were supported in the past may not work

in the future. Today, opportunities exist

.
.

mobility integration whereby users

integration with existing campus

applications as a result of standards-

flexible service levels, and also to decrease
our level of involvement in maintenance

based technology;

and administration.

online training;

.
.

new user-controlled features and

additional audio and video confer-

to share demand and operations of solutions that scale-not just institutionally,

Solution

but nationally and globally-solutions

selection process to evaluate more than a

that are tailored to meet the unique needs

dozen solutions, and we ultimately chose

of all research and education institutions.

the Internet2 NET+ SIP Program with
services provided by Aastra (hosted PBX

is an early adopter of the Internet2

solution) and Level 3 Communications
(SIP trunking services). The new cloudbased system met the primary organiza-

the first educational institution, however,
to completely convert to the program

Our team went through

One technology service our team at Iowa
State University (ISU) chose to transition
was phone service, deciding to replace the

outdated phone system on campus with

a

encing features;
a

rigorous RFP

tional goals of allowing the university to

new cloud-based solution.
The legacy phone system had been

upgrade its technology and meet diverse

in place since 2003, and the contract was

user requirements, while at the same time

set to expire June 30,2013. The system

minimizing overall expenses. In addition, this service leveraged our existing

was premise-based, meaning

it was on

campus, and we were responsible for the

connection to the advanced Internet2

maintenance, the trunking to the PSTN

nehvork.

(public switched telephone nehvork),

Evaluation and Benelils

telephone and routing administration,
and software upgrades. We have more

The reasons behind the selection of the

than 15,000 telephone numbers Plus

The Internet2 platform ranked highly in

new cloud-based system were twofold:

integration with OCS/Lync and
analog as needed.

Additionally, our team at Iowa State
pro-

gram, joining Tulane and others. We are

over the Internet2 Network. Being an
early adopter with fulI commitment
gives ISU leverage in helping to establish

national communications practices for
the Internet2 offering, and ISU officials
are involved

in setting up telephony stan-

dards for higher education nationwide.
ISU Phone System Diagram

The on-campus installation required to
support the Internet2 SIP service consists
of tlvo clusters of session border control-

)
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with local trunks for survivability,
multiple connections to the Internet2
lers

timetable, we instituted daily checkpoint
meetings. These meetings allowed any

actual user cutover, with both phones
functional for outgoing calls. Once the

network, and a commodity Internet

issues to be raised and addressed quickly,

system cutover was completed, the old

connection used as a backup. Analog

while keeping everyone informed of

sets were removed.

gateways are installed

in centralized

node rooms to support campus applica-

tions that require analog service such
as alarms, faxes, elevator phones,

and

progress.

To simplify the routing, Level

The "telecom coordinators," people

identified in each department to act
as our main points of contact, were

within

emergency phones. SIP phones are served

responsible for communicating

by Gigabit Ethernet and all wiring closets

their groups regarding implementation

are equipped

with

a UPS. (See

Figure 1.)

and training. Training could be done

3

Communications ported 17,000 phone
numbers over two separate nights early in
the implementation process. (Iowa State

University has an entire NPA-NXX range
and half of another NPA-NXX. This allows us to differentiate between customer
bases and retain spares/overflow numbers

Figure 1. ISU phone system diagram

as needed.) The Aastra system

r

4
IITilIII.

A6rAA

as a

then acted

tandem to route calls to the existing

PBX as needed throughout the transition

period. The migration from the legacy
PBX system to Internet2's NET+ SIP

Iowa Srnrn

Program was completed in a total of ten
weeks. Aastra, Level 3, and Internet2 all

UNTVERSITY

partnered with us closely to meet this
very demanding time frame.
Best Practices

'

Communication. O:ur team knew im-

mediately a proactive approach to communicating the changes to the campus
phone system was ofgreat importance.
We employed multiple channels to "get
the message out," including early presenl{odG

tations to deans, directors, and depart-

I

ez

3

i@de2

ment chairs, meetings with campus IT
professionals, and continued interac-

tion with our telecom coordinators. We
lmplementation

on an individual basis online, and we

posted a news article on the ISU campus

Implementation of the new system took
place in groups of approximately 1,000

offered in-person training initially with
an Aastra trainer, and eventually using

IT website announcing the telephone

lines per week, beginningMay 20,2013,

internal personnel. Our team used the

and concluding with a total

OpEasyo Suite from Aastra to facilitate

impact on the user community. A series
of stories about the system was published

campus phones transitioned by mid-

mass provision ing. Administrators were

in the campus faculty and staff weekly

luly, including users in over 175 campus
buildings, an active Research park com-

able to define user profiles based on roles

news to provide an overview of the entire

within the organization (e.g., knowledge
worker, administrative assistant, execu-

process, expected benefits, and detailed

tive) with a limited selection of set types.

web portal interface. Further, we created

of

10,000

plex, federal buildings, and residence

hall lobbies and dens. A transition of
this magnitude required a detailed, wellexecuted plan. We worked closely with
our service provider partners to clearly

identif! roles and responsibilities for
each party. We leveraged team members,

34
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Individual users were assigned to a profile, and their phones were automatically
provisioned with a pre-de6ned set of
features for their role. When connected
to the network, the phones automatically
downloaded the correct configuration

strengths and assigned a leader to each
aspect of the transition. To keep the

and were ready to be used. The telephone

implementation on track with its tight

sets were placed

AcuTA Journat

well in advance of the

service upgrade, expected benefits, and

descriptions of new features and the

portal to serve
one-stop information resource for

a customized website
as a

campus users, including links to tailored

"how-to" guides and turnkey on-demand
video training provided by Aastra. We
published numerous articles in a campus
IT newsletter (IT News) to prepare users

for changes, promote new features,

lnternet2 was created by and for the
research and education (R&E) community
to provide advanced technologies that

Scan the QR code to learn more
a bout the N ET+ SIP Prog ra nr

move us forward. With a growing portfolio
of dynamic, tailored and federated cloud
services, the lnternet2 NET+ initiative is a
key tool for research and education to
enable the future, again.
httpi//bit.ly /qxxd

r,,.re
'

riii
Download the
Whitepaper

{t:

Download the lowa

E9

The lnternet2 SIP Program provides hosted
voice services yielding exponential value
for the R&E community. Learn how the
services were rated as lowestTCO, and how
lowa State University has migrated 10,000
campus phones to the cloud at an estimated cost savings of S600,000 per year.

State Case StudY

Visit us in Booths
#1001 (Aastra)
and #371 (Level 3)
At EDUCAUSE 2013
http://bit. lyl 1 aZahT

www.i nternet2.ed u/siP

G

Level(3)

and provide resources. We continue to

ministrative, network, communication,

utilize IT News to publicize a new idea
or feature about the telephone system

and user support tasks using our cxisting
staff. All Netcom employees were focused

communications options provided by the
broad integration and mobility features.

"how-lo's'l We lound the comnrunica-

on this project, and we assigned very
clear responsibilities to each person. The

Several professors have expressed excite-

tion with constituents throughout the

teamwork and mutual support required

system so calls can ring into their desk

design and deployment process increased

for

user acceptance.

our voice and data teams to become one,
a much more effective and collaborative

phone and their cell phone at the same
time and are already looking forward to

each week including

.

"tips and tricks" and

Training. Early training for the system

adn-rinistrators, support staff and depart-

ment contacts is highly recommended. As
the system is ro1led-out, the technicians'

knowledge-level is also very important.
They are often our most visible public
relations staff. In our experience, the onIine training is good for the casual user,

but advanced users have required hands
on practice.

'

Stffing. We contracted with Aastra

to install and test the 8,000 IP phones
deployed in this process. (Approximately
2,000 phones/lines remained analog.)
However, we completed all of the ad-

a successful

implementation caused

work group.

Users are looking forward to new

ment that they can now program the

new features that will be rol1ed out in the

fall.

Our team at ISU is parricipating

Results and Reactions
Although we have faced our share of
challenges in implementation, the new
system has already proven to provide increased business

continuity through mul-

tiple interfaces to the Internet2 Network,
and the new phones and handsets are not
as expensive as the

old ones. Feedback

from campus users about the system has
been good overall, with most users experiencing a trouble-free transition. Analog
services and call-center operations have

in

committee devoted to the
Internet2 NET+ SIP Program. Since we
a steering

are members of Internet2, and an early

adopter of the services, we are happy that
we can act as a conduit to optimizing the
services, analyzing future needs and

providing advice on the technology road map.
Angela Bradley is director of Systems,
1perations, Networks, and Communications in the lnformation Technology
Services department at llwa State lJniversity. C1ntact her at bradley@iastate.edu.

laken extra support and attcntion.

loud

The Voice of Enteprire Cloud
A monthly report on cloud communications
for the entencrise.
Visit us at www,cloudreseller,com and www.telecomreseller.com
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Emergency Gommunications Dashboard

:

lnnovative mass communications plan
allows Wash U to reach community fast

o
o
o
o

The Washington University in St.Louis

pus, all modes of communication would

(WUSTL) Emergenry Mass Com-

be used there, while other campuses

munications Dashboard project is an

receive only text, e-mai1, and desktop popups. This level of integration with multiple

innovative mass communication plan
designed to reach every member

vendor products, simplicity of access to

of

the university community through

would

initial
and collaboration with

deliver timely alerts, economical

a

single, comprehensive, Web-accessible

and on-going costs,

interface. It gives us a cadre of tools to

our primary vendor puts WUSTL at the
leading edge for emergency communica-

communicate through multiple venues,
such as e-mail, text message, cable

TV

tions in higher ed.

over-ride, computer screen pop-ups,

When we started this project (fall

wall-mounted alert beacons, outdoor

2010), there were growing regulatory and

sirens, audio-enabled fire-alarm systems,

legislative requirements to communicate

internal public-address systems over-

effectively with the entire campus once a

ride, and RSS-fed Web page updates-all

significant emergency involving an "im-

with

a few clicks

of the mouse in under

a

mediate threat to the health or safety

of

Matt Arthur (second from left) received the lnstitutional Excellence Award
for the Emergency Mass Commnications Dashboard proiect at Washington
University in St. Louis. Presenters included Joe Harrington, Awards Com'
nittee chair; Chuck Flaherty, Pinnacle (sponsor); and Jennifer Van Horn,

minute. The dashboard helps us achieve

students and staff" is confirmed, but there

our goal of issuing emergency warnings
and notifications in the least amount of

were no turn-ken centralized-activation

ACUTA president.

portals on the market. Our work with
ACUTA corporate partner, Alertus, has led

and

time possible. Prior to this project there
was not a centralized system in place to

to at least one product that can now serve

that emergency mass communications

address emergency communications.

as

Multiple, disparate systems could have

dashboard.

taken 15 to 30 minutes or more to notifr

With no products available off the
shelf, this project allowed us to work

requirements. We had already signed

Our dashboard has continued to be
effective, eflicient, and economical as

the campus community.

with

our vendor partners to utilize technologies such as application programming

universities-right after the tragedy

Virginia Tech in April 2007. We have
invested in a variety of different communications systems to meet different

at

it

up with Cleartxt, an event-notification
system that was

opt-in and originally

relies on the strengths of our internal net-

designed to use text, e-mail and voice

work. Students, staff, faculty, and visitors

communications to let those who signed

on campus now have uP

to

10 modes

of

interface and common-alerting protocoi

communications to effectively alert them
about an emergency/incident at WUSTL.

to integrate with our existing delivery

The police dispatchers can quickly (in less

infrastructures. This includes NOAA
weather alerts to engage our system dur-

than 60 seconds) issue an alert, with au-

up know of a change in the football
game start time or maybe even that the
sidewaiks were icey and slick.

ing a tornado warning and automatically

thorization from their supervisor, without
interfering with their responsibilities to

In 2008, after the tragedy at Northern
Illinois University, we did an RFP for a
notification system that was focused on
emergency notification only (e-mail/text

notiS, our constituents with a Pre-

the first responders.

message/voice) and chose Everbridge'

approved alert.

Planning, Leadership, and Management

The Alertus interface allowed us to

alert the campus at which an incident is
taking place while informingthe others.
In an emergency on the Danforth Cam-

Support
WUSTL started planning and implementing emergency communications probably
about the same time as most other colleges

In 2009 we worked with St. Louis
County to put three Whelen outdoor
sirens on our campus that we would
control but that the county would add

Thanks to Pinnacle, a

Windstream Company,
for sponsoring this
award.
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able to activate in the event of

weather
siren

and implementation. The total amount
actually used for the project was than half
system software (Centralert) would enable ofthe available funds.
us to integrate this system with some of our The RFP made clear that our purpose
a

emergency. There was hope that the

other communications modes. After a year was to find a solution that would inteof unsuccessful attempts, we began to look grate all current modes of communicafor a product or service that would bring tions and easily add future communicatogether not only the modes of communi- tions technologies. The chosen product
cation specific to emergency notification, should not replace or supplant any
but also those that were primarily for other existing infrastructure and should allow
purposes (CATV, digital signage,

public

address systems, etc.) so they could also
used in an

be

emergency'

At WUSTL, all operational
and control of campus

aurhority

emergencievinci-

for continued independent activation of
each available mode of communication.
promotion 0l Technology and Malurity

ol Ellort

ment Team (cMT) from rh.

yyt':..,an
*silo

u;;".;;r-'

incidenr

communicatio"r;.";"

paper discussing our goar

.ru.i"g

of

"*.

IT group and even the central
fiscal unit (cFU) is supported by a dif-

;it","

,"..tn,e

HT:i;:r^LLTlr.*11

l:Ii?,;,

pop-ups pushed out to the schools and
departments required a bit of coordina-

commrni.r,ion
tiol
that would reach students, ,trn, r".rlir,
using multiple modes of

or

has 1ts own

"r;;

issue emergency warnings and notifica-

tions in the least amount

be considered federalized

ed" in many respects' Each school

ecutive Leadership Team. In summer

at the request of the cMT, the director

.-.^_.

to.assure all those groups that the

would not be

disruptive or re."-o;;r,;;";";;; "ra quire
"tl':'ogv
too much attention on their parts'
reviewed all current and a',.aitable
-oi". .,r we did testing with all seven schools
communications. This lead to autho.ir"and the cFU' Early on we had an idea of
tion for an RFp that summer. Fundins for
*l*t
to place each beacon (largest gaththis project came in a special ,.or.r, ,"o ,n.
ering spaces
suesrs at

ar six of our

Executive Leadership Team for

sroo,ooo

"
"account" to be used for purchase,

*.,**,

and classrooms on campus)

u:1

-t'with

representatives from each

of those areas to demonstrate how the

lDar&pout Co len&arf
[Darcfi BO-Aprr/9' 9a//as, Texas " *tgauRegencg

In

addition, we collaborated with the facilities department extensively on placement
of the outdoor 5i1s15-16 include what
color (gray) theywould be painted.
A11

beacons were installed by IS&T

after coordination with approving department representatives. This coordination took place after the overall plan was
approved and funded, but before final
installation took place in the fall of 20 I I .

in time
for testing in spring 2012. Since the originai project completion, we have added
The system was up and running

a

Like a lot of higher ed institutions,

dents have been given to the Crisis Manage-.

beacons and desktop pop-ups worked.

number of new beacons across all

campuses with more being requisitioned
each semester.

This project started with the vision
paper in late summer 2010, and the RFP
was published

in late fall 2010, before

funding was approved. At that time there
were no off-the-shelf, turn-key products
available to integrate all of our emergency communications. Alertus was chosen

only after coming to campus in spring

I to prove they could access both the
Whelen sirens and our emergency notification system.
201

Accessing just the sirens required

coordination among Whelen, Alertus,
Centralert, St. Louis County, and WUSTL
over a two-month period. We even had

to have an official memorandum of
understanding between St. Louis County
and WUSTL before they would agree to

include our sirens in their county inven-

tory and let us have control of our sirens
as we1l. This was the first time the county
had allowed active sirens to be dual-con-

trolled. During

this same time frame

we started a grass-roots effort called
Where To Go to assure we got the word

out around campus so that all concerned
knew what they should do and where
to go in the event of various emergen-

work closely with all orientation
programs to provide new faculty, staff,
cies. We

and students adequate information about
emergency communications in a timely

manner once they arrive on campus. This
is also an on-going project that includes
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affairs, and university operations/emer-

data to assure a consistency of effort and

gency management.

response.

0uality, Perlormance, and Productiuity

Cost, Benefit, and Risk AnalYsis

Measurements

This system allows us to incorporate a
variety of previously installed communi-

There are three access levels in the dash-

board system: preset, user, and admin.
All approved personnel have to complete
initial and on-going (semi-annual) training to retain access. Approval must come
from a director or higher, and each must

cations systems whose normal function
lies outside of emergencies. From indoor

public address systems to cable television (CAIV) to digital signage-all can
be leveraged in emergencies via

our

also be approved by both the director

normal alerting process. This will reap

of emergency management and the vice
chancellor for university operations.

additional rewards iflwhen it is decided
to add social media to the mix or other

Records are retained for historical and
Figure 1. The system worked in a real situation

audit purposes.

ml1p13g*"

Preset accounts have access to

limited dropdown menu and are
primarily used by the police and

er& :'

a

protective services dispatchers' User
accounts have access to custom

All the ,r ..rr::gtl conrputer monitors in the
engineering departrnent just switched to
this. ?oo cool 1ril.i*il:e r"*:*:f :ii:-l'i-:r;i:X
*- ;r,:, ta ,-.,',: *

r.,'-

1'

Protective Services grouP.
Violence on Campus alerts are divided

among our campuses. The alert would use
all technologies available on that campus
and only use e-mail/text message/desktop

pop-ups for the others. Tornado warnings
for St. Louis (STL) County are automatically triggered by the National Weather
Service to set

offall of WUSTLs emergency

technology alerts except the outdoor sirens.
Since they are tied into the county system,
the county sets off our sirens along with
others.
Customer Satislaction/Results t0 Date
Each semester we test the system on all
campuses and report the results to the

Cri

follow up with

any questions or concerns. The dashboard

specific messages and delivery meth-

and all its components have been received

Admin accounts are restricted

,::Xffqxr*Wmt*

to a small number of administrators

l:.'r:::

who have full access to the sYstem.

'

&i"*{?

{l

well at WUSTL.
The only time the sYstem has been
used in an emergency was at7:O2 P.m.,

The entire system is tested each
semester.

either the Washington University Police
Department or from the Medical School

sis Management Team. We

templates that allow editing for more

ods.

or similar security. Initial access during an
emergency would most likely come from

Saturday,

Information about each test

April

28, 2012, when the

NationalWeather Service issued a NOAA
tornado warning for St. Louis County. I

goes out via the student newsPaPer,

campus newsletter, e-mails, digital

was in Indianapolis for the ACUTA

signage, and the university website.

An-

text message, e-mail, beacon, and desktop
pop-up allows for an acknowledgment

new technologies arrive. Now, though, we

nual Conference. Once our Alertus server
received the CAP alert from NOAA' it
executed a custom-event trigger which set

to be made by the reciPient. Thus, we
are able to document how many people

have a way to leverage those communica-

off all campus beacons, desktop pop-ups,

tions technologies into our dashboard

CAIV/public-address system overrides; sent
an RSS feed to the emergency website; and
set off an Everbridge script to e-mail/text a

During the actual sYstem test, each

acknowledged a particular mode of com-

munication versus how many messages
were sent via that mode.

In addition, the Everbridge sYstem
tells us how many of each
sage were sent

within

For that same test,

5

q?e of mes-

15 and 30 minutes'

I percent of our pop-

ulation acknowledged either a text message or e-mail-an all-time high. We also
have staff stationed outside to listen for
the Whelen sirens and in each building
with an activated public address system

to be sure they go off and the message is
intelligible. Atl of this is reported to the
Crisis Management Team for review' The
report includes comparisons to historical

if we choose. The emergency-specific
systems such as the outdoor sirens and
the emergency notification system were
already in place and required very little

message to the entire camPus

additional investment to incorporate into
the Alertus dashboard. Thus the dollars

received the alert on my phone via text message and e-mail. I quickly got to my laptop

spent on the Alertus system, both initially
and on-going, were a small percentage of

The county set

to

community'

offthe outside sirens. I

verifr (from my hotel room) that the sys-

tions systems across camPus.
Access to the Alertus server (set up on

tem had worked exactly as it was supposed
to. Within minutes, public affairs staff who
monitor social media sent me a tweet from
one of our engineering students (Figure I ) '

virtual 5g1vs1-nn6ther cost savings),

One picture was worth a thousand words'

the overall dollars spent on communica-

a

is restricted to WUSTL ip-space and uses

WUSTLKey IdM login/authentication'
Access from outside of WUSTL ip-space
would require a virtual private network

Matt Arthur is director, incident communications, at Washington lJniversity in St' Louis'
Reach Matt at arthur@wustl.edu-
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THE DEVICES ARE COMING...

IS YOUR CAMPUS READY?
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Hand-held devices like smartphones and tablets are rapidly becoming
the primary way that students access the lnternet. According to a recent
EDUCAUSE study, more than half of all college students used mobile devices to
get on the network in January 201 1, compared with only 10 percent in 2008.
Across the nation, lT administrators agree that tomorrow's residential network
is facing bandwidth and mobility challenges like never before.
By partnering with Apogee, schools can meet and exceed student

demand and begin preparing for tomorrow's challenges today.
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